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ABSTRACT

APPLIED INFECTIOUS DISEASE FORECASTING FOR
PUBLIC HEALTH
SEPTEMBER 2021
GRAHAM GIBSON
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Nicholas G. Reich

Infectious disease modeling has emerged as a powerful data driven tool for monitoring outbreaks, assessing intervention strategies, and allocating public health resources. This thesis addresses a variety of challenges faced in real-world infectious
disease forecasting. We first present methods for aggregating forecasts made at different spatial scales, where explicitly modeling the spatial dependency would be computationally prohibitive. We then extend the mechanistic model framework to create an
operational forecasting model capable of handling real-world COVID-19 surveillance
system issues. Finally, we propose a new framework for merging mechanistic and statistical approaches to infectious disease forecasting. This framework allows modelers
to construct “semi-mechanistic” models that draw from the strengths of both mechanistic and statistical paradigms. In an application setting of forecasting COVID-19
cases and deaths, we demonstrate that a semi-mechanistic model outperforms both
a fully mechanistic model and a fully statistical model.
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INTRODUCTION

In an effort to understand the trajectory, impact, and intervention targets of
infectious diseases, scientists from around the globe have turned their attention to
modeling and forecasting infectious diseases. While still in its infancy, infectious disease modelling has been used to make actionable public health decisions. In the last
decade, government agencies, such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), have funded multiple infectious disease modeling groups to produce
forecasts in real-time for both emerging and endemic diseases. These have included
an influenza forecasting challenge hosted by the CDC, a dengue challenge hosted by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and most recently a
CDC COVID-19 forecasting initiative. With an increase in the use of infectious disease forecasts for public health policy, new challenges in both theory and operation
have come to light.
This thesis focuses on the use of infectious disease models in real-world forecasting scenarios where data collection is imperfect, model parameters are difficult to
identify, and forecasts are made under time constraints with actionable consequences.
In real-time epidemic scenarios, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, forecasts must be
made at multiple spatial scales across a wide variety of geographies. While in theory forecasters should be able to account for spatial correlation in the model, this
is not always possible in real-time forecasting scenarios due to computational constraints. In chapter one, we explore least squares projection techniques that allow
modelers to produce independent probabilistic forecasts by region while still retaining
the underlying spatial hierarchy of the disease surveillance process. Another common
challenge in infectious disease modelling is data quality. Real-time data are often
1

under-reported due to limited testing and asymptomatic carriers or mis-reported due
to local public health agency backlogs and data revisions. Real-time infectious disease data often change rapidly due to various levels of human behavioral response to
a disease, such as adherence to mask mandates. In chapter two, we operationalize a
forecasting model and apply it to real-time forecasting of the COVID-19 pandemic
in the U.S. Finally, we turn our attention to bridging the divide between the two
common approaches to infectious disease modeling, mechanistic and statistical models. We express a traditional mechanistic differential equation model using a series of
statistical convolutions. This representation allows us to replace specific parametric
assumptions with non-parametric ones, leading to a new class of ”semi-mechanistic”
models that harness benefits from both mechanistic and statistical approaches. In
a COVID-19 case and death forecasting application, we demonstrate the improved
performance of a semi-mechanistic model relative to a fully mechanistic and fully
statistical model.

0.1

Infectious Disease Model Theory

In 1906, W.H. Hamer proposed adopting an idea familiar in physics, the law of
mass action, to the modeling of epidemics [18]. He determined that the spread of
infection should be related to the number of infected people and the number of susceptible people in a closed population. Models based on the principle were put to
use as early as 1911, where Dr. R.A. Ross built a “compartmental model” (so named
for each individual belonging to a mutually exclusive set of disease state compartments) to describe the dynamics of Malaria [61]. Ross showed that Malaria could be
eradicated from a population, even with the vector present, as long as the number
of mosquitoes fell below a critical threshold [20]. This model allowed for an estimate of the specific threshold and gave public health officials an actionable target for
mosquito control.
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The law of mass action led to the full development of compartmental model theory
by Kermack and McKendrick in 1927 [17]. However, the model originally proposed
is quite different from the standard susceptible-infected-recovered model commonly
described in the modern literature [72]. They defined the model as follows.

v(t) = −x0 (t)
Z t

0
x (t) = −x(t)
A(s)v(t − s)ds + A(t)y0
0
Z t
0
z (t) =
C(s)v(t − s)ds + C(t)y0
0
Z t
B(s)v(t − s)ds + B(t)y0
y(t) =
B(s) = e

0
R
− 0t ψ(s)ds

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A(s) = φ(s)B(s)

(6)

C(s) = ψ(s)B(s)

(7)

Where v(t) is the number of new infections at time t, x(t) is the number of
susceptibles at time t, y(t) is the number of infected individuals at time t, y0 is the
number of initial infected at time 0, z(t) is the number of recovered individuals, φ(s)
is the infection rate at “age of infection” s and ψ(s) is the recovery rate at age of
infection s. This model formulation highlights how early infectious disease modelers
thought about epidemics. In particular, the model centered around the notion of the
“age of infection” (s) or the time since an individual became infected. By taking
φ(s) = β and ψ(s) = γ (independent of infection age) and recognizing Equation 2 as
an instance of the Euler-Lotka equation ([97]), we arrive at the modern susceptibleinfected-recovered differential equation model (see Brauer for futher details [17]).
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dS
= −βSI
dt
dI
= βSI − γI
dt
dR
= γI
dt

(8)
(9)
(10)

S+I +R = N

(11)

Where N is the population size of a closed (no births or deaths) population.
We highlight this development for historical reasons and to demonstrate the rich
ecosystem of compartmental models that exist outside of the common differential
equation perspective. Many variations of the original Kermack and McKendrick
model have been proposed, each with slight differences that make them more or
less suited to particular disease modeling tasks.
One of the most studied quantities to come from the simple SIR model (Equation
8-10) is known as the “reproduction number” or R0 . This quantity can be thought
of as the expected number of secondary infections a single infected individual will
produce at the start of the epidemic (or equivalently in an “infinite” susceptible
population). The qualifier, at the start of the epidemic, is added to remove the
influence of a limited susceptible population as the epidemic progresses. This quantity
allows for comparison across diseases to gauge the relative fecundity of the disease.
We can see the importance of the R0 threshold value of 1 by re-writing Equation 9
when S(t) ≈ 1,
dI
= (β − γ) ∗ I(t)
dt

(12)

Therefore, if β − γ < 0 (which is the same condition as

β
γ

< 1 the derivative of

prevalent infections is negative, meaning infections are decreasing. If
infections are increasing. Therefore, if we know the value of
an epidemic is dying out or growing.
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β
γ

β
γ

> 1 then

= R0 we know whether

We can extend this concept to be time-varying, by defining R(t) to be the expected
number of secondary cases an infected individual will produce at time t (not to be
confused with number of recovered at time t, often denoted R(t) as well). In the simple
SIR model, this allows us to keep track of the diminishing susceptible population.

RSIR (t) =

β
S(t)
γ

(13)

As the epidemic progresses RSIR (t) is uniformly decreasing due to a uniformly
decreasing susceptible population. In particular, if we knew the analytical form for
S(t) we could solve for the point at which RSIR (t) < 1 meaning that the epidemic
is below the threshold value and will die out. In real-world epidemics, R(t) is often
changing rapidly in response to various public health measures that are put in place
and subsequently relaxed.
The final properties of compartmental models we introduce is that of the generation interval and serial interval. The generation interval can be defined as the time
from exposure of an individual to secondary infection (when the individual infects
someone else). Similarly, the serial interval can be defined as the time from onset
of symptoms of a newly exposed individual to the onset of symptoms of the his/her
infectee. Note that in an SIR model, symptom onset and infection occur simultaneously, so the serial interval and generation interval are equal by definition. However,
this is not true of all compartmental models. The generation interval can play the
role of the time to offspring distribution in the Euler-Lotka equation ([97]). Fraser
([38]) defines the infectious disease version of the Euler-Lotka equation as
Z

t

i(t − τ )g(τ )dτ

i(t) = R(t)

(14)

0

where i(t) denotes the number of new infections at time t and g(τ ) represents the
generation interval probability function evaluated at τ , where τ is a time index from
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the start of epidemic until the current time t and R(t) is the time varying reproduction
number.
Finally, we introduce stochastic compartmental models. First developed in the
1950s by Bailey and Whittle [99, 6]. These models reframed the differential equation models of the 1920s as Markov chains, with transition probabilities that involve
the same parameters as the differential equations. We can define the Markov chain
analogue of the SIR model as follows [3, 4, 19].

P (St + k, It + j|St−1 , It−1 ) =





β · It−1 · St−1 · δt





for k = −1, j = 1

γ · It−1 · δt
for k = 0, j = −1






(1 − β · It−1 · St−1 − γ · It−1 ) · δt for k = 0, j = 0
(15)

Where we choose δt small enough that only one of three mutually exclusive events
can occur: either there is a single infection, in which case the number of susceptibles
drops by one and the number of infected increases by one, a single recovery, in which
case the number of infected drops by one, or no event occurs. Note that we can
express the number of recovered using the population constraint that S + I + R =
N . Choosing δt small enough ensures that each transition is a valid probability
(meaning values < 1). This construction is particularly helpful when assessing the
probabilistic properties of common infectious disease model estimators. While these
models were introduced shortly after the differential equation models, they have not
been nearly as widely adopted, possibly due to the computational limitations. The
Markov chain representation also extends to arbitrarily complicated compartmental
models by specifying the transition probabilities between any two compartments.
However, there are a few key differences between the deterministic counterparts.
First, in the deterministic differential equation the event that neither an infection
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or recovery occurs is impossible: there is necessarily a fractional transfer between
compartments. Second, there is a nonzero probability that even with an R0 > 1 the
epidemic will die out in the stochastic model. That is, every initially infected person
might recover before they infect anyone else. While this probability is small, it is
nonzero, unlike the differential equation model.
We can see that the ecosystem of mechanistic models has expanded considerably
since their inception in 1927. There are now a variety of choices to make when deciding
to use a mechanistic model for inference or forecasting, each with their benefits and
hindrances.

0.1.1

Statistical models

We next turn to a brief overview of the alternatives to compartmental models that
have been employed in infectious disease modeling. While Kermack and McKendrick
developed the initial SIR model in the 1920s, statisticians such as Udny Yule were
developing general time series modeling approaches at the same time [103]. These
models made no underlying assumption about the causal generating mechanism of the
time series, but rather attempted to fit a flexible function to the observed data. This
was the beginning of general time series modeling, a field which has expanded to all
sorts of non-parametric, structural, and auto-regressive time series methods. We defer
to Chatfield et al. for a detailed description of time series forecasting methods [26],
but note that the philosophical difference between the two approaches is significant.
Time series methods view the problem as a curve fitting exercise and can be applied
regardless of the underlying data generating process.

0.1.1.1

Merging Mechanistic and Statistical Models

More recently, efforts have been made to merge statistical and mechanistic models
to try and capture the unique advantages of both approaches in a single model. Frasso
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and Lambert introduced a Bayesian model that extended the classic SEIR model to
include a spline model for transmissibility [39].

β(t) = β0 + s(t) + 

(16)

Where s(t) represents a cubic spline basis transform applied to time. At each
small time interval the dynamics follow an SIR curve, but the spline allows for an
evolving non-parametric transmissibility (β(t)), drastically changing the shape of the
curve relative to a fixed β SIR curve over the course of the epidemic.
Osthus et al. relaxed the parametric structure even further by encoding the SIR
model in a state-space framework, while allowing for both observation noise (under
a beta observation model) and transmission noise (through a Dirichlet transition
model) [72]. This allowed for latent SIR-type curves that were not required to follow
the exact differential equation curve due to the transition distribution. However, the
model produced curves that were constrained to look similar to SIR curves, where
similarity was dictated by the variance parameter of the transition distribution.
There is still significant room for model development in this area and is something
we will explore in detail in Chapter 3.

0.2

Surveillance Systems

Infectious disease surveillance began as early as the Ancient Egyptians, with
Pharaoh Memphis recording the first great “pestilence” [28]. In fact, many historical
records exist of epidemics all over the ancient world [28]. However, the first proper
record of the burden of infectious disease came from Venice in 1348, at the height of
the black plague. Public health officials of Venice were able to trace the source of
an outbreak to ships arriving from oversees. They were able to take action and ban
the ships carrying the black plague from docking at a bustling port. This is the first
documented actionable use of infectious disease surveillance [64].
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Modern infectious disease surveillance encompasses a large variety of reporting systems from electronic health records to hand written disease counts delivered to local
public health offices [58]. While a complete description of modern disease surveillance
is outside of the scope of this thesis, the properties of surveillance systems that detect
and report cases or deaths must be taken into account when building a model. Each
disease system has a unique set of challenges in collecting data in real-time and revising historical data. The emergence of COVID-19 revealed many of these issues on
a public stage. COVID-19 surveillance suffered from incomplete testing, inability to
detect asymptomatic transmission and delayed reporting. Unfortunately, many other
disease surveillance systems also suffer from similar issues [102, 66].

0.3

Challenges

Infectious disease modeling still faces many challenges. Here we describe three
common issues that we will address in this thesis.
• Infectious disease forecasts are often made at multiple spatial scales, such as
countries or states. Building a hierarchical model to explicitly account for these
spatial dependencies is often computational prohibitive.
• Surveillance system idiosyncrasies lead to discrepancies between mechanistic
models that describe the spread of a disease through a population and the
actual observed data.
• Two distinct approaches to modelling infectious diseases, compartmental and
statistical, have yet to be unified in a single cohesive model.
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CHAPTER 1
IMPROVING PROBABILISTIC INFECTIOUS DISEASE
FORECASTING THROUGH COHERENCE

1.1

Introduction

Seasonal influenza is a persistent and serious contributor to global morbidity and
mortality, hospitalizing over half a million people in the world every year [56]. The
United States alone reported approximately 80,000 influenza related mortalities in
the 2017/2018 influenza season, with most serious consequences for vulnerable populations such as children or the elderly [82].
As part of a larger forecasting initiative, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) hosts an annual influenza forecasting challenge called the FluSight
challenge open to the public [62][12]. As part of this challenge, forecasters supply
probabilistic forecasts for short-term and seasonal targets at both the national and
regional levels The target of interest is weighted influenza-like illness (wILI), which
measures the proportion of outpatient doctor visits at reporting health care facilities
where the patient had an influenza-like illness (ILI), weighted by state population.
At the national level, wILI can be directly computed using a sum of state population
weighted ILI or it can be equivalently computed using regional population weighted
wILI. The CDC estimates ILI as the ratio of patients presenting with a fever equal
to or above 100° Fahrenheit, a cough or sore throat and no other known cause. over
the total number of patients presenting at health care providers [95].
Participants in the FluSight challenge have harnessed a variety of models and
methods to forecast the targets under consideration, which include both short-term
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forecasts and seasonal targets. These efforts have included time series models [50],
mechanistic disease transmission models [72][71], and machine learning techniques
[21][51][2][83]. Teams have also incorporated external data, such as internet search
queries or point of care data, to improve forecasts [33][5][96][70]. FluSight challenge
participation has grown in popularity since the inaugural challenge in 2013, with
twenty-four teams submitting forecasts from thirty-three models for the 2018/2019
season [23]. Model submission files from the past FluSight challenges are publicly
available [23], providing the opportunity for retrospective analysis and the potential
for improved forecasting.
Multiple procedures have been proposed in the literature to transform independently generated incoherent forecasts into coherent forecasts, also called forecast reconciliation [93] [100]. We follow the common definition of “coherent”, where a set
of forecasts to be coherent if they respect the hierarchical data generating process
[93]. Projection matrix forecasting is a popular coherence forecasting approach [93].
This approach uses a matrix projection of the original set of forecasts onto a subspace
that respects the known hierarchical relationship of the forecasting system. This approach uses forecasts for all levels of the hierarchy and does not discard any information as opposed to say a bottom-up approach, where the national forecast is ignored
and the estimate is simply a linear combination of regional estimates. However, the
demonstrated benefits of coherence in the point prediction setting do not necessarily
translate to the probabilistic forecasting realm [100]. Previous work has focused on
applying probabilistic coherence constraints after estimating regional weights based
on historical data. While this is appealing from an optimization perspective, it limits
new participants in the FluSight challenge, as well as other applications with limited
forecast accuracy data, such as in emerging epidemics and novel surveillance networks. We propose a novel algorithm that transforms a set of independent forecast
densities to satisfy the probabilistic coherence property without historical forecast
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accuracy data and demonstrate that the resulting collection of forecast densities has
a consistently higher forecast skill when broken down by season and target.

1.1.1

US ILI Surveillance Data

For the FluSight challenge, the CDC provides wILI data at both the national
level and broken down into 10 Health and Human Services (HHS) regions, mostly
organized by geographic proximity. The data are reported on a weekly basis and
extend from 1997 to the present. Example data for the 2016/2017, 2017/2018, and
2018/2019 seasons are shown in Figure 1.1. As noted in the Figure 1.1, wILI varies
by region but maintains a relatively consistent winter peak. The CDC reports the
wILI data using epidemic weeks, called epiweeks, instead of calendar weeks [68]. This
allows for consistent week numbering across multiple seasons. Epiweek 40 is usually
the first week of October, the start of the flu season, and epiweek 20 usually falls in
May, marking the end of the season.

1.1.2

Pointwise Forecast Coherence

The partitioning of national data into HHS regions facilitates geographically localized forecasts, augmenting their usability to local public health officials. A consequence of this partitioning, however, is the creation of a hierarchical structure in
the forecasting system. Namely, national wILI data is a linear combination of HHS
regional wILI data. Region population sizes (in millions) are given next to the region
in the legend of Figure 1.1 as reported by the 2010 U.S. Census [24].
We notate the true wILI value as yr,s,w ∈ [0, 100], a percentage for region r in
flu season s corresponding to epiweek w. Throughout the paper, r = 11 corresponds
to the nation, while r = 1, 2, . . . , 10 corresponds to HHS region r. Let αr ∈ [0, 1]
be a weight corresponding to HHS region r, proportional to the population of HHS
P
region r, such that 10
r=1 αr = 1. The hierarchical nature of the national/regional
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Figure 1.1: Data example for the three test seasons under consideration (2016/2017, 2017/2018,
2018/2019) season for all 10 Health and Human Services (HHS) regions and the national level. At
any given epiweek, the national wILI (black) is a weighted sum of regional wILI, where the weights
correspond to the population size of the region. We can see that wILI is highly seasonal and varies
heavily by region. Region population sizes (in millions) are given next to the region in the legend.

partitioning of forecasts for any season and epiweek is equivalent to the following
constraint:

y11,s,w =

10
X

αr yr,s,w .

(1.1)

r=1

For convenience, define the collection of point forecasts for all regions for season
s and epiweek w as

T
ỹs,w
= [ỹ1,s,w , ỹ2,s,w , ..., ỹ11,s,w ].

(1.2)

We say that the forecast ỹs,w is coherent if

ỹ11,s,w =

10
X
r=1
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αr ỹr,s,w ,

(1.3)

and ỹs,w is incoherent if

ỹ11,s,w 6=

10
X

αr ỹr,s,w .

(1.4)

r=1

Though the existence of the hierarchical structure in the wILI forecasting system
is know, many FluSight challenge forecasts are made independently. Forecasting
at geographic regions independently provides the forecaster more flexibility to cater
models to specific regions or avoid modeling correlation between regions explicitly,
but leaves the resulting forecasts vulnerable to incoherence as the true coherent data
generating process is not respected. In this paper, we use ỹ to represent independently
generated and (likely) incoherent forecasts and ŷ to represent coherent forecasts.
For an independently generated set of forecasts ỹ, the corresponding coherent
projection matrix forecast ŷ is

ŷ = X(X T V X)−1 X T V ỹ = P ỹ,

(1.5)

where X is a design matrix corresponding to the hierarchical relationship of the data
generating process and V is a weight matrix. Specifically for the FluSight challenge,




I10×10 
X11×10 = 

α1×10

(1.6)

α = [α1 , α2 , ..., α10 ]

(1.7)

where αr is the weight for the rth region. We can think of this as a linear regression
model with a design matrix X that enforces coherence. Therefore, any projection
into the column space of X, must preserve coherence.
A special case of projection matrix forecasting is when the ordinary least squares
(OLS) projection matrix is used, produced by setting V equal to the identity matrix
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Figure 1.2: Mock example of independent forecasts (red) and projected forecasts (blue) for three
regions, National, HHS1 and HHS2. Both the blue and the red point represent a triple of ILI forecast
values for each region. Independent forecasts are projected onto the space satisfying the constraint
of regional level forecasts summing to national level. The blue plane represents the set of points
that satisfy the coherence constraint, namely that the weighted combination of region-level forecasts
equals the National level forecast. Different projection matrices are able to map the red point to
the blue point at different locations on the blue plane.

I in Equation 1.5. This special case has the property that the resulting coherent point
forecast ŷ has mean squared error (MSE) no worse than the independently generated
forecast ỹ [100]. That is, when V = I in Equation 1.5,

||ỹ − y||2 ≥ ||ŷ − y||2

(1.8)

for any y and ỹ (See Appendix for proof).
For illustration and clarity, consider an example with two low level regions (HHS1
and HHS2) and one top level region (Nation). This example is illustrated in Figure
1.2.
Assume

yNat = α1 yHHS1 + α2 yHHS2 ,

where α1 = α2 = 0.5. Let the true values be
15

(1.9)

y T = [yHHS1 , yHHS2 , yNat ] = [1, 1, 1],

(1.10)

and assume the independently generated forecasts are

ỹ T = [ỹHHS1 , ỹHHS2 , ỹNat ] = [1/2, 1/2, 1].

(1.11)

Notice that the independently generated forecasts are incoherent, as

ỹNat = 1 6= 1/2 = α1 ỹHHS1 + α2 ỹHHS2 .

(1.12)

The MSE for ỹ is
1
(1/2 − 1)2 + (1/2 − 1)2 + (1 − 1)2
||ỹ − y||2 =
3

!
= 1/6.

(1.13)

The OLS projection matrix forecast is ŷ = [2/3, 2/3, 2/3], computed as

ŷ = X(X T X)−1 X T ỹ,

where



(1.14)



0 
 1


X=
1 
 0
.


1/2 1/2
The projection matrix forecast ŷ is, by construction, coherent. The effect of the
projection matrix forecast is a reduction in MSE over ỹ, where the MSE for ŷ is
1
||ŷ − y||2 =
(2/3 − 1)2 + (2/3 − 1)2 + (2/3 − 1)2
3

!
= 1/9.

(1.15)

Note the MSE for ŷHHS1 and ŷHHS2 improved relative to ỹHHS1 and ỹHHS2 , respectively, while the MSE for ŷNat got worse relative to ỹNat , resulting in an overall, but
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not uniform, improvement in MSE for ŷ relative to ỹ. The projection matrix forecast
is a useful tool for transforming independently generated, incoherent forecasts into
coherent forecasts. When V = I in Equation 1.5, the MSE of the resulting ŷ is
guaranteed to be no greater than the MSE of ỹ. When V 6= I in Equation 1.5, the
resulting forecast is still coherent, but no such guarantee of MSE improvement exists.
1.1.3

The FluSight Forecast Coherence Dilemma

Unlike the situations demonstrated in the point forecasting literature, forecasts
for the FluSight challenge are required to be probabilistic, not point estimates, and
the probabilistic forecasts are evaluated using a multi-bin scoring rule, not MSE. In
practice, probabilistic forecasts are generated as a collection of n forecast samples for
yr,s,w . In this paper, we use the index i = 1, 2, . . . , n to denote draw i from the forecast
distribution, resulting in a collection of realizations ỹr,s,w,i . In probabilistic settings
we can no longer rely on the coherence definition given in Equation 3. Although
various definitions for probabilistic coherence exist [40][93], in this paper, we choose
the intuitive presentation of Gamakumara et al. [40]. We say that the density f (ỹs,w )
is probabilistically coherent if

f (ỹs,w ) = 0 when ỹ11,s,w 6=

10
X

αr ỹr,s,w .

(1.16)

r=1

Here f represents the joint density over all regions and the national level of the
hierarchy. Note the close correspondence with the point forecast definition. However,
probabilistic coherence does require specification of a joint distribution over regions.
Intuitively, this definition says that any point in the support of f that does not obey
point-wise coherence is assigned zero probability, (i.e., has measure zero).
Probabilistic forecasts are binned into discrete distributions, where each bin represents a specific wILI level rounded to nearest first decimal. The FluSight challenge
uses bins from {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 13.0, 100} to score discrete probabilistic forecasts. We
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score forecasts using both “single-bin skill” and “multibin-bin skill” [14] [84]. We do
this to demonstrate the method’s utility on the historical multi-bin skill, as well as
the newly adopted single-bin skill. However, unlike the “log score” (the logarithm of
forecast skill) used in the CDC FluSight challenge, we exponentiate the logarithm so
that skills remain on the interpretable [0,1] probability scale. Like log score, skill is a
thresholding scoring rule, where a forecast is deemed correct if it is within a certain
distance of the truth. For single-bin scoring, the probability assigned to the true
target Zt (e.g., a one-week-ahead forecast) corresponding to region r in flu season s
and epiweek w under single-bin is computed as
n

pr,s,w,Zt =

1X
1(ỹr,s,w,i ∈ Zt ),
n i=1

(1.17)

where Zt is the true target.
We can extend this to multi-bin as

n

pr,s,w,Zt

1X
=
1(ỹr,s,w,i ∈ B),
n i=1

(1.18)

where B = [Zt − b, Zt + b] for the true target Zt and some pre-defined threshold
b. Using a thresholding evaluation metric breaks the guaranteed equal or improved
performance of the coherent forecasts when evaluated with MSE.
To see why, consider again the example from Section 1.1.2 with y T = [1, 1, 1]. For
i = 1, 2, . . . , n = 10000, we independently draw

ỹHHS1,i ∼ N(0.5, 0.05),

(1.19)

ỹHHS2,i ∼ N(0.5, 0.05),

(1.20)

ỹNat,i ∼ N(1, 0.05),

(1.21)
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defining ỹiT = [ỹHHS1,i , ỹHHS2,i , ỹNat,i ] and ŷiT = X(X T X)−1 X ỹi . Figure 1.3 shows the
n draws of ỹ and ŷ. The single-bin skill counts all forecasts that equal the true value
(rounded to the first decimal place) as correct. For every realization i, the MSE for ŷi
is less than the MSE of ỹi . However, the single-bin skill for the coherent forecasts is 0
while the skill for incoherent forecasts is 0.32 and the skill for the incoherent forecasts
is always better than or equal to the skill for the coherent forecasts. This is because
all of the national forecasts that fell on top of the truth are projected out of the true
bin while the incorrect regional forecasts are moved closer to the correct region, but
not close enough to fall inside it. The result is a collection of coherent forecasts with
better (lower) MSE, but also lower forecast skill than the incoherent forecasts.

1.1.4

Problem Statement

On one hand, we have a guarantee that the MSE of point forecasts projected into
the data generating process space can get no worse under the OLS projection method.
On the other, we have an explicit example of forecast skill decreasing as a result of
forecasts projected into the data generating process space. This seeming inconsistency
leads us to the central question of this paper: Can probabilistic forecast coherence
be used to improve forecast skill when forecasting influenza? The remainder of this
paper will investigate this question. In this analysis, we focus only on short-term
(1-4 week ahead) targets. The definition of coherence is less clear on seasonal targets,
since knowing the regional season peaks does not inform the national season peak.

1.2

Methods

In order to investigate the question posed in Section 1.4 we developed four methods
to sample from probabilistically coherent forecast densities. To begin, we define the
joint density of original forecast densities, drawn independently for each region:
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1.3: Graphical example of how mean squared error (MSE) can decrease while skill gets worse
for two region example. A: Purple histograms represent the 10,000 realizations of ỹ, while green
histograms are the corresponding ŷs. The purple and green points illustrate a particular example
of the projection matrix forecasting process. The solid vertical lines denote the true value for each
region. B: Top panel shows distribution of MSE for ỹ minus corresponding MSE for ŷ. MSE for ỹ
is greater than the MSE for ŷ for all realizations. B: Bottom panel shows single-bin skill score for
ỹ minus skill score for ŷ. The incoherent ỹ forecasts are better or equal to the skill for the coherent
forecasts for all iterations, with an average improvement greater than 0. This shows the the MSE
of the coherent forecasts has decreased (since the difference between the original and projected is
positive) and the forecast skill has decreased (since the difference between the original and projected
is again positive). Since a decrease in MSE means an improvement and a decrease in forecast skill
means a lack of improvement, we see that coherence can have opposite effects on the two scores.
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f (ỹ) =

11
Y

fr (ỹr ).

(1.22)

r=1

Previous approaches have factored f (ỹ) into a bottom-up density, where

f (ỹ) = δ(ỹ11 |ỹ1:10 )h(ỹ1:10 |θ),
where δ is a Dirac delta density centered at ỹ11 =

P10

r=1

(1.23)
αr ỹr , θ is a parameter(s)

estimated from training data, and h is a joint density over all 10 regions [93].
The bottom-up model of Equation 23, while probabilistically coherent, lacks robustness in two key ways. First, it requires historical training data to estimate θ.
This is not always possible, particularly in emerging epidemic settings. Second, the
bottom-up approach ignores information encoded in the original forecast density for
the national region ỹ11 . We instead develop methods that take draws from f (ỹ) of
Equation 23 and produce draws for a probabilistically coherent f ∗ (ŷ). These methods
address both of the shortcomings of the bottom-up density of Equation 23: they do
not discard national scale forecasts and they do not require training data.
In what follows we consider four projection approaches for sampling from the probabilistic coherent density, f ∗ (ŷ), as well as two baseline approaches. We first consider
the scenario where forecast distributions are assumed to be uncorrelated across regions and where forecasts from each region are weighted equally. This allows us to
sample from the original forecast distribution f (ỹ) and apply a point-wise coherence
projection matrix to each independently drawn sample ỹi . In the second approach,
we assume the geographical units are positively correlated and forecasts from each
region are weighted equally. This correlation structure reflects our knowledge that
during an epidemic, forecast models that tend to under predict wILI at the regional
level, will also do so at the national level. The correlation induced creates a positive
correlation between all the regions and the nation. Third, we consider the case where
regions are uncorrelated but we allow forecasts for regions with larger populations to
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Figure 1.4: Real data example of model predictive densities for the 1 week ahead target on epiweek
201901 for the 2018/2019 season across all 11 regions. The y-axis represents the probability density
for a given wILI bin value on the x-axis. Notice how the regional samples do not change much under
the coherence constraint, but the national forecasts noticeably change. We can also see variable
levels of density “smoothing” produced by each method, with the greatest amount of smoothing
under the Unordered weighted ordinary least squares (WOLS) method. This smoothing of forecast
density also lowers the magnitude of the peak density across all HHS regions, but increases the
magnitude of the peak in the nation. However, the overall location of the forecast density remains
consistent across all projection methods.
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be weighted more heavily than those with smaller populations. This allows us weight
forecasts made from regions with larger populations (i.e. larger sample sizes) more
heavily in the projection. Fourth, we consider forecasts as both correlated across
regions and variable according to population of the region. Finally, we include the
original forecast distribution and the bottom-up method as reference models.
1.2.1

Ordinary Least Squares

Our first approach requires samples from the independent forecast distributions,
defined as follows:

ỹ1,i ∼ f1 (ỹ1 ), ỹ2,i ∼ f2 (ỹ2 ), ... , ỹ11,i ∼ f11 (ỹ11 ),

(1.24)

where i indexes samples and where we have dropped the season, epiweek, and model
index for simplicity. We then apply the projection matrix to the column vector




ỹ
 1,i 


 ỹ2,i 


ŷi = P 
 = P ỹi .
 ... 




ỹ11,i

(1.25)

This approach is graphically demonstrated in Figure 1.2. Using the projection matrix
on each sample guarantees that the resulting empirical probability mass function
satisfies the probabilistic coherence definition of Equation 16. Algorithm 1 outlines
how to produce samples from f ∗ (ŷ). In practice, the CDC submission files specify
probability distributions as binned probability mass functions. Independent forecasts
ỹi are sampled from these binned probability mass functions.

1.2.2

Ordered Ordinary Least Squares

The unordered OLS approach assumes no correlation between the error structures
regionally and nationally. That is, each sample is generated independently. In the
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Algorithm 1 Unordered OLS sampling from probabilistically coherent joint distribution given a collection of marginal distributions. Note that the corresponding
weighted ordinary least squares (WOLS) method is obtained by replacing P with Pw .
1: for r = 1,2,...,11 do
2:
for i = 1,2,....,n do
3:
ỹr,i ∼ fr
4:
end for
5: end for
6: for i = 1,2,....,n do


ỹ1,i
 ỹ2,i 

7:
ŷi = P ỹi = P 
 ... 
ỹ11,i
8: end for
second approach we induce a correlation structure between the forecast distributions.
We begin with the same set of samples as defined in Equation 22. However, before
applying the projection matrix we first compute the order statistics. We then apply
the projection matrix to the column vector of the aligned order statistics:




 ỹ1(i) 


 ỹ2 
 (i) 
ŷi = P 
 = P ỹ(i)
 ... 




ỹ11(i)
where ỹr(i) is the ith order statistic for the empirical distribution fr (ỹr ) for region r.
Both the ordered and unordered OLS approaches lead to empirical distributions
that are probabilistically coherent, however, the ordered OLS approach induces a
correlation structure where low regional wILI forecasts are tied to low national wILI
forecasts and vice versa: similar to the Schaake Shuffle [29]. In practice, the ordered
OLS algorithm amounts to first sorting the samples drawn independently at each
region and then applying the projection matrix to the sorted samples as outlined in
Algorithm 2.
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1.2.3

Weighted Ordinary Least Squares

In order to incorporate our uncertainty of the independent forecasts made in each
region, we generalize the OLS method to weighted ordinary least squares (WOLS),
where the weight matrix V is a diagonal matrix with entries corresponding to the
inverse of the population weights for the region,

diag(V −1 ) = {αHHS1 , αHHS2 , ..., αHHS10 , 1}

(1.26)

where αj is the normalized population weight defined in Section 1.2. The projection PV matrix becomes,

PV = X(XV X T )−1 X T V

(1.27)

The WOLS maintains a coherent projection in that applying PV to a vector
projects the vector into the column space of X, but allows us to treat each forecast
with a different degree of certainty. The weighted projection can be extended to allow
for correlation using the ordered approach described in Section 2.2, but replacing P
with PV .

1.2.4

Ordered Weighted Ordinary Least Squares

Finally, we can apply the same ordering step to the weighted least squares projection. This requires computing the order statistics and applying the weighted projection matrix (PV )
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Algorithm 2 Ordered OLS sampling from probabilistically coherent joint distribution given a collection of marginal distributions. Note that the corresponding WOLS
method is obtained by replacing P with PV .
1: for r = 1,2,...,11 do
2:
for i = 1,2,....,n do
3:
ỹr,i ∼ fr
4:
end for
5: end for
6: for i = 1,2,....,n do
7:
Set y(i) to the ith order statistics


ỹ1(i)
 ỹ2 
(i) 
8:
ŷi = P ỹ(i) = P 
 ... 
ỹ11(i)
9: end for




 ỹ1(i) 


 ỹ2 
 (i) 
ŷi = PV 
 = PV ỹ(i)
 ... 




ỹ11(i)
This leads to a set of forecasts that are both correlated and weighted by a normalized population measure to reflect our uncertainty of the independent forecasts
by region. This method is a composition of Section 2.2 and 2.3.

1.2.5

Experimental Setup

In order to examine the effects of the unordered and ordered OLS/WOLS approaches on forecast skill, we use submission files for the 2016/2017, 2017/2018, and
2018/2019 seasons that have been submitted to the CDC and are uploaded to the
central repository [23]. For each evaluation season, we obtain a list of all models
submitted, and evaluate all four approaches across both single and multi-bin scoring
for 1-4 week ahead targets across epiweeks 44-17. Any model that did not have a
complete set of submission files for all 1-4 week ahead targets, all epiweeks, and all
regions was discarded. The sample sizes for the evaluation are included in Table 1,
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where we define an evaluation point as a unique region, season, model, epiweek, and
target combination. As we can see from Table 1, the sample sizes are quite substantial when aggregating over evaluation points. We use the 2010 U.S. Census weights
across all seasons as an estimate of αr for each region [24]. The correlation between
the weighted combination of the regionally reported wILI by the CDC and the nationally reported wILI is > .99. Using the 2010 U.S. Census weights is a reasonable
approximation to the weights used by the CDC.
Table 1.1: Experimental setup for evaluating probabilistic coherence approaches. An evaluation
point is defined as a unique region, season, epiweek, target, and model combination.

Season
Number of Models
2016/2017
24
2017/2018
24
2018/2019
35

1.3

Number of Evaluation Points
27,456
27,456
40,040

Results

In what follows we consider the combination of a model and a season as the
fundamental unit of analysis on which to base our conclusions. As a forecaster, the
main question under consideration is whether applying forecast coherence will improve
the average forecast skill of a given model in an upcoming season. As we can see from
Table 2 the results vary heavily by scoring method used. For the main results, we use
single-bin skill as this is the most up to date skill used in the FluSight challenge, but
we also present various summary results for multi-bin to highlight the differences in
results under different scoring mechanisms.
Under single-bin scoring we saw 79% of models improve under the unordered
WOLS method, 64% of models improve with unordered OLS, 51% of models improve
with ordered OLS, and 31% of models improve with ordered WOLS. As seen in Figure
1.5, the increase in skill ranged from -.005 to .025 under single-bin with a mean of
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Percent of forecasts improved
Unordered OLS
Ordered OLS
Unordered WOLS
Ordered WOLS
Bottom Up

Single-Bin Multi-Bin
64
65
51
90
79
53
31
57
39
59

Table 1.2: Percent of forecasts improved over original forecast distribution for the four coherence
methods described, in addition to the baseline bottom up model under both single-bin and multibin skill. We omit the independent forecasts since they are the reference model for percentage of
forecasts improved. Notice that WOLS unordered showed the greatest improvement under singlebin scoring but showed the least improvement under multi-bin scoring. This demonstrates that the
scoring rule used influences the performance of the coherence methods.

.002 and variance 1.7e-05. This shows that the magnitude of improvement is greater
than the magnitude of decrease. This asymmetry is even more pronounced in the
multi-bin scores ( Figure 1.5 right), with the greatest improvement in skill of .15 and
biggest loss in skill of -.005. The average increase under multi-bin scoring for the
ordered OLS method was .0024 and variance 2.8e-03.
We can see that 17 model season combinations got worse under unordered WOLS
and single-bin scoring and only 5 models got worse under ordered OLS and multibin scoring (Figure 1.5 ).This suggests that modeling the correlation structure has
a significant effect on the results under single-bin scoring, with unordered WOLS
improving significantly more than ordered WOLS (79% vs 31 %). However, the
correlation structure did seem to improve skill under multi-bin scoring, with ordered
OLS improving significantly more than unordered OLS (90% vs 51%). Further work
that allows for assumptions in between these two extremes is required. The results
also suggest that the weighting is important under single-bin scoring.
The results are consistent across targets (see Figure 1.6 top left), where a majority
of model/season forecast skill improves over the forecast skill of the independent
forecasts under the unordered WOLS method. The median increase in forecast skill
under the unordered WOLS method was .0039 (variance 2.52e-05) at 1-week ahead,
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(a) Unordered WOLS under Single-Bin

(b) Ordered OLS under Multi-Bin

Figure 1.5: Best performing method under single-bin (left) and mutli-bin (right) in terms of forecast
skill averaged over all targets (1-4 week ahead), regions (HHS1-10 & National) and broken down
by model-season combination. The y-axis represents a unique season model combination which has
been made anonymous to protect participant teams identity.
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Figure 1.6: Difference between single-bin forecast skill of projection method and forecast skill of
independent forecasts averaged over all regions and epiweeks broken down by target (top-left),
season (top-right), and region (bottom). Each point represents a single model-season combination.
Box-whisker forecasts and represent the inter-quartile range as well as the maximum and minimum
in forecast skill difference between projected method and independent forecasts. The improvements
in single-bin forecast skill are consistent across season and target for the unordered WOLS. However,
the improvements are only consistent across the HHS regions, not the national region.
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.0024 (variance 1.19e-05) at 2-week ahead, .0021 (variance 8.44e-06) at 3-week ahead
and .0020 (variance 8.27e-06) at 4-week ahead. We can see that the difference in
forecast skill diminishes as horizon increases. This suggests that coherence has the
greatest benefit at shorter time horizons, where forecasts are more accurate. The
other 3 projection methods do not show consistent improvement across targets.
We also break down the results by season (Figure 1.6 top right). Here we see
that the unordered WOLS method consistently improves forecast skill, even under
the 2017-2018 epidemic year. In the 2016-2017 season all but 4 models improved
under the unordered WOLS method (Figure 1.5 left), in 2017-2018 all but 4 models
improved and in 2018-2019 all but 8 models improved. The magnitude of improvement
does vary significantly by season. The median improvement in 2016-2017 was .0042
(variance 2.24e-05), in 2017-2018 was .0015 (variance 4.96e-06) and in 2018-2019 was
.002 (variance 5.30e-06). The other three projection methods do not show consistent
improvement across seasons.
Finally, the results are consistent across HHS regions (Figure 1.6 bottom) with
the unordered WOLS method improving all HHS regions forecast skill. However,
the forecast skill does not significantly change in the national region. The median
improvement in HHS regions (excluding national) was 0.0028 (variance of 1.71e-05).
The median decrease in the national level was -0.0008 (variance 5.59e-05). We explore
this result in the Discussion Section. The other three projection methods do not show
consistent improvement across regions.

1.4

Discussion

Forecast coherence is a simple tool to improve forecast skill of short-term predictions in systems with hierarchical structures. In order to demonstrate this, we
first defined probabilistic coherence, and showed that the results in the literature
surrounding point forecast coherence do not naively transfer over to probabilistic
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forecasting. Guarantees for improvements in MSE do not directly transfer over to the
CDC FluSight forecast skill metric of probabilistic forecast performance. However, by
leveraging the definition of probabilistic coherence, we were able to generate coherent
samples by first sampling from a collection of independent forecast distributions over
all regions and projecting them onto a coherent subspace. This projection method
is generic and allows for both correlated and uncorrelated projections and weighted
and unweighted projections. By exploiting the underlying variability of the forecasts
using normalized population size as a proxy for forecast variance, we were able to
improve average forecast skill when broken down by model, season and target.
In practice, the unordered and ordered OLS/WOLS methods are very appealing
due to the lack of training data required and the operational simplicity of manipulating a submitted forecast, without requiring adjustments to the model code itself.
No knowledge of the process model used to generate forecasts is required, only the
resulting predictive density. Even though the benefits in forecast skill are small in
magnitude, there is little cost to implementing coherence in practice and, especially
for the unordered WOLS method, the frequency of forecasts improved is high (79%).
Our experiments lead to the following conclusions:
• Forecast coherence can benefit forecast skill, but the average benefits
are small. Using the unordered WOLS method, we can improve short-term
forecast skill with high likelihood (79% of model/seasons). We see a small
improvement but with little to no cost in terms of parameter estimation and
implementation difficulty. This makes the unordered WOLS method a clear
choice to use when submitting forecasts to the CDC FluSight challenge. These
benefits are consistent across region, season, and target breakdowns. While the
improvements are modest, the .002 average increase in forecast skill is significant
enough to change model rankings. In particular, in the 2018-2019 season, an
average increase would have moved 3 out of 33 models up a ranking [88]. How32

Figure 1.7: Average variance of forecasts, averaged over season, epiweek, target, and model. Notice
that the unordered WOLS increases the variance across HHS regions, which is reflected in the
improvements under single-bin scoring. However, the variance of the unordered WOLS decreases at
the national level, which is also the only region without significant benefit under single-bin scoring.
The optimal model under multi-bin scoring (ordered OLS) retains the same variance of the original
forecast distribution for the HHS regions, but slightly increases the variance slightly for the nation.
This demonstrates the effect of the scoring has on projection method choice.
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ever, some models do get worse under the unordered WOLS method, suggesting
that forecasters implement coherence and perform interval cross-validation to
decide.
• Weighting the forecasts by the variance of the region improves scores.
Under single-bin scoring, we see the biggest improvement when we take the
variability of the forecasts by region into account. We do this by weighting
the forecasts by the inverse of the population size of each region (where the
nation receives weight 1). Region population size serves as a reasonable proxy
for the underlying forecast variability, without relying on historical forecast
data to estimate region variances. Regions with larger populations should in
principal have more reliable forecasts. Using population size as an estimate of
the variance, clearly demonstrates a benefit over the unordered OLS method
which weights all forecast distributions equally. However, improvements may
increase by weighting model specific region variances in the projection matrix.
• Coherence alters the variance of the forecasts As we can see from Figure
1.7 the projection methods all change the average forecast variance when broken
down by region. Under probabilistic scoring, this causes significant changes in
the forecast skill of the methods. The optimal method under single-bin scoring
is the unordered WOLS method. We can see from both Figure 1.7 and Figure
1.4 that the variance increases and the distribution is smoothed. This is a
desirable property under single-bin scoring, where over-confident forecasts are
penalized disproportionately (due to the asymmetry of the logarithm). However,
we also see that the variance of the unordered WOLS method is reduced in the
National region. This corresponds with a lower average skill increase in the
National region under the unordered WOLS method as seen in Figure 1.6.
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• The naive bottom-up method does not perform as well as projection methods. The bottom-up method is an intuitive coherence strategy with
minimal implementation effort which ignores the independent national level
forecast. Although it is appealing due to its simplicity, we were able to significantly improve forecast skill under both single-bin and mutli-bin scoring by
using projection methods.
• Some models get worse under coherence methods. For the 17 models
that got worse under unordered WOLS method and single-bin scoring, the average variance of the forecast distribution across all models, targets, locations,
and seasons was 2.36, whereas the average variance of the forecast distribution across all models, targets, locations, and seasons was 1.77. This suggests
that models that already are highly variable may not improve. However, we
would require more detailed model information to completely ascertain why
some models decreased in skill and others improved.
• The choice of scoring rule matters. We can see that the optimal method for
single-bin scoring is not the optimal method for multi-bin scoring. The optimal
projection method for single-bin scoring is unordered WOLS, which only showed
53% of forecasts improving under multi-bin, the lowest of any other methods.
The optimal projection method under multi-bin scoring is ordered OLS, which
only showed a 51%, the third lowest of any other method. This suggests that
single-bin and multi-bin scoring are capturing different features of the forecast
distribution. As seen in Figure 1.7, the unordered WOLS method increased the
variance of the forecast distribution relative to the original forecasts. However,
the ordered OLS method only slightly increased the variance of the forecast
distribution relative to the original forecasts. This suggests that widening the
variance under single-bin scoring increases forecast skill on average, which is
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consistent with single-bin scoring only counting probability density that falls
exactly over the bin containing the truth. However, recent research has shown
that multi-bin scoring is an approximation to common proper scoring rules
such as the continuous rank probability score [15]. This suggests that in the
broader probabilistic forecasting realm, the results under the multi-bin scoring
rule might be more applicable.
Although projection methods are simple to implement and result in small but
significant changes in forecast skill, there is still significant room for improvement.
Recent work by Taieb et al. has explored copula based techniques to combine the
independent forecast distributions from the regional level into a joint distribution
with a specified covariance structure [93]. Wickramasuriya et al. have also explored
various projections using a weighted least squares method [100]. This weight matrix
also represents the correlation structure between the independent forecasts but can
be estimated from historical forecast accuracy. It is clear that, unlike in the point
forecast setting, exploring various correlation structures in the probabilistic setting
has a drastic effect on the results. Given historical training data, one could estimate
the error correlation specific to a given process model which could potentially lead to
an even greater increase in forecast skill. However, in the absence of historical training
data, forecasters can still leverage coherence to improve probabilistic forecast skill.
In all, these results suggest that simple and fast methods can improve probabilistic
forecasts of systems where the available data has a natural hierarchy. In practice, we
recommend using cross-validation to choose the appropriate method for an individual
forecasting model. While the results suggest that unordered WOLS is the correct
choice, Figure 1.5 shows that some models may decrease in skill, so internal validation
is advised. Using the example of seasonal influenza forecasts in the US, we show that
enforcing coherence provides a high likelihood of improvement in forecast accuracy,
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and in general may provide opportunities for improvement in forecast accuracy in
this and other real-world application settings.
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1.5

Appendix A

Theorem 1. Let Xn×p be a matrix of full column rank. Assume y ∈ colspace(X),
ỹ = y+δ where δ ∈ Rn , and ŷ = P ỹ, where P = X(X T X)−1 X T . Then, ||ỹ−y||2 ≥
||ŷ − y||2 .
Proof. Properties for the proof:
Property 1: Let X be an n × p matrix such that rank(X) = p.
Property 2: Define P = X(X T X)−1 X T . Then
Property 2a: P is idempotent (i.e., P = P P = P 2 ).
Property 2b: P is symmetric (i.e., P = P T ).
Property 2c: I − P is idempotent.
Property 2d: I − P is symmetric.
Property 3: If A is a symmetric matrix, then A = QΛQT where Q is a matrix whose
columns are equal to the eigenvectors of A and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements λ are the eigenvalues of A.
Property 4: If A is idempotent, then its eigenvalues are either 0 or 1.
Property 5: Assume y ∈ colspace(X).
Property 6: ỹ = y + δ, where δ ∈ Rn .
Property 7: ŷ = P ỹ
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The proof proceeds as follows:

||ỹ − y||2 − ||ŷ − y||2 = ||y + δ − y||2 − ||P ỹ − y||2

(Properties 6 and 7)

= ||δ||2 − ||P y + P δ − y||2

(Property 6)

= ||δ||2 − ||y + P δ − y||2

(Property 5)

= ||δ||2 − ||P δ||2
= δT δ − δT P T P δ
= δT δ − δT P P δ

(Property 2b)

= δT δ − δT P δ

(Property 2a)

= δ T (I − P )δ
= δ T QΛQT δ

(Properties 2d and 3)

= aT Λa
=

n
X

(where a = QT δ)

λi a2i

(Property 3)

i=1

≥ 0.

(Properties 4 and 2c)

Thus, ||ỹ − y||2 − ||ŷ − y||2 ≥ 0 implies ||ỹ − y||2 ≥ ||ŷ − y||2 .
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CHAPTER 2
MECHANISTIC BAYESIAN FORECASTS OF COVID19

The COVID-19 pandemic emerged in late December 2019. In the first six months
of the global outbreak, the US reported more cases and deaths than any other country in the world. Effective modeling of the course of the pandemic can help assist
with public health resource planning, intervention efforts, and vaccine clinical trials.
However, building applied forecasting models presents unique challenges during a pandemic. First, case data available to models in real-time represent a non-stationary
fraction of the true case incidence due to changes in available diagnostic tests and
test-seeking behavior. Second, interventions varied across time and geography leading
to large changes in transmissibility over the course of the pandemic. We propose a
mechanistic Bayesian model (MechBayes) that builds upon the classic compartmental susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) model to operationalize COVID-19
forecasting in real time. This framework includes non-parametric modeling of varying
transmission rates, non-parametric modeling of case and death discrepancies due to
testing and reporting issues, and a joint observation likelihood on new case counts and
new deaths; it is implemented in a probabilistic programming language to automate
the use of Bayesian reasoning for quantifying uncertainty in probabilistic forecasts.
The model has been used to submit forecasts to the US Centers for Disease Control, through the COVID-19 Forecast Hub. We examine the performance relative to
a baseline model as well as alternate models submitted to the Forecast Hub. Additionally, we include an ablation test of our extensions to the classic SEIR model.
We demonstrate a significant gain in both point and probabilistic forecast scoring
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measures using MechBayes when compared to a baseline model and show that MechBayes ranks as one of the top 2 models out of 10 submitted to the COVID-19 Forecast
Hub. Finally, we demonstrate that MechBayes performs significantly better than the
classical SEIR model.

2.1

Introduction

The emergence of COVID-19 in early 2020 led to the largest pandemic in over
a century. Understanding the future trajectory of the pandemic can help decisionmakers prepare for and consequently diminish the impact in terms of healthcare and
economic burden. Forecasts of incident and cumulative deaths due to COVID-19 help
in resource allocation and re-opening strategies [81]. Forecasts provide important data
to decision-makers and the general public and can improve situational awareness of
current trends and how they will likely evolve in coming weeks.
Infectious disease forecasting, at the time horizon of up to 4 weeks in the future,
has benefited public health decision makers during annual influenza outbreaks [60, 65].
However, many forecasts of endemic, seasonal diseases, such as influenza, rely on
ample historical data to look for patterns that can be projected forward into the
future. In an emerging pandemic situation, models must be able to fit to limited
data.
With limited historical data, mechanistic models are a natural framework for
modeling and forecasting COVID-19. These directly model the transmission of the
disease through the population and can be fit to public health surveillance data with
relatively few parameters.
Our work is based on compartmental models, which are classical mechanistic
models for disease transmission that were first introduced by Kermack and McKendrick [52]. These assume that, at any given time, each individual is in one of
a mutually exclusive set of compartments, typically either the susceptible, exposed,
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infected, or recovered compartment. A model is specified by setting the rates of flow
of individuals between compartments. While these models have been used since their
inception in the early 20th century, the COVID-19 pandemic represents a unique opportunity to explore their forecasting properties in real-time at local, national, and
global scales, for an emerging pathogen that, unlike influenza, does not have years of
data on which models can train.
We develop a mechanstic Bayesian model (“MechBayes”) that tailors compartmental models to the operational needs of making one- to four-week ahead forecasts
of incident deaths for COVID-19. Since the primary goal is to parsimoniously forecast
an observable quantity, identifying internal parameters of the model, many of which
are poorly determined or not identifiable from the available data [53], is not an explicit
focus or prerequisite of our work. We distinguish this set-up from longer-term scenario projection models, which require well identified epidemiological parameters that
can be set to counterfactual values under different scenarios, such as an increase or
decrease in intervention levels [75, 94]. Scenario projection models are often based on
similar foundations, but require different adaptations than those needed for real-time
forecasting.
MechBayes is tailored to the particular needs and data availability of COVID-19.
The compartmental model jointly models infections and deaths and uses records of
both incident cases and deaths—the two most widely available COVID-19 surveillance
measurements—for model fitting. MechBayes includes components to model changes
over time in both the dynamics and the detection of COVID-19. In particular, transmission rates have changed significantly due to the addition and removal of control
measures such as social distancing, lockdown, and mask use, while infection reporting
rates have changed due to significant changes in the availability of diagnostic testing.
Recent forecasting efforts have recognized the need for probabilistic forecasting,
with statements about uncertainty of the forecast relaying important public health
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information [47]. We adopt a Bayesian approach, which is naturally suited to quantifying uncertainty in parameters and forecasted quantities. MechBayes is implemeted
in the NumPyro probabilistic programming language [76], which automates the complex task of designing a posterior sampling algorithm. NumPyro uses the JAX Python
library [16] to automatically compute the partial derivatives needed for sampling via
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [67], and to compile model code for highly efficient computations. JAX includes a differentiable solver for ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) [27], which allows us to embed ODE-based compartmental models into the
full probabilistic model with relative ease. We are not aware of prior work that use
numerical simulation of ODE-based compartmental models within a fully Bayesian
framework, though there are other approaches to adapt compartmental models for
Bayesian analysis [39]. The ability to build a modular probabilistic model with complex components and automatically obtain efficient inference procedures is a testament to recent advances in algorithms and software packages largely driven by
applications in artificial intelligence and deep learning.
We demonstrate the success of the MechBayes by showing that forecasts submitted
to the US Centers for Disease Control via the COVID-19 Forecast Hub outperform a
baseline probabilistic forecast model [81, 85]. We additionally show that MechBayes
is one of the top performing models out of those submitted to the COVID-19 Forecast
Hub. Finally, we quantify the important features of MechBayes via an ablation study.

2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Data

In this analysis we used confirmed case counts and deaths for the 50 US states
and the District of Columbia as reported by the Johns Hopkins University Center for
Systems Science and Engineering (JHU CSSE) [31]. The data set reports the incident
number of confirmed cases and deaths for each location at a daily frequency starting
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in early 2020. As noted in [54], COVID-19 cases are under-reported, with the fraction
of all infections reported as cases for the US estimated at 20-30% [86]. The fraction of
all infections reported has also changed dramatically over the course of the epidemic
[79].

2.2.2

Forecast Targets

We made probabilistic forecasts for 1–4 week ahead incident and cumulative deaths
for all geographies. An individual forecast distribution is represented by a set of 23
quantiles, Q = {.01, .05, .10, . . . , .90, .95, .99}, with the median (.50 quantile) representing the point forecast. While forecasts are made at the daily scale, we aggregate
them to the weekly scale by summing incident death forecasts from the first forecasted Sunday through the following Saturday. We evaluate only forecasts of incident
deaths, which is the primary modeled quantity; forecasts for cumulative deaths are
created by accumulating forecasted incident deaths.

2.2.3

Mechanistic Bayesian Model

Compartmental models have been used to effectively model and forecast disease in
non-pandemic situations both retrospectively and in real-time. These include complex
compartmental models for real-time influenza forecasting [89, 72, 69], and a retrospective model evaluation of the 1918 influenza pandemic [44]. Compartmental models
have been used for both inference and forecasting not just in respiratory disease but
in Ebola [57], measles [13], dengue [92] and a wide variety of other communicable
diseases.
Compartmental models have also been adopted into a Bayesian framework before,
including both stochastic disease dynamics and deterministic dynamics [49, 34]. Nonparametric transmissibility was included in a Bayesian SEIR model to study Ebola by
Frasso and Lambert [39]. Time-varying transmissibility has also been studied in the
frequentist setting using complex non-parametric functions [91]. Many efforts have
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been made to use SEIR models in forecasting COVID-19 [42, 101, 10, 78, 37]. With
the outbreak of COVID-19, accounting for testing has become a critical element in
effectively using an SEIR model [75, 59].
The MechBayes probabilistic model consists of three parts, which together define
a probabilistic model for the observed incident cases and deaths with the parameters
and state variables of a compartmental model as latent variables. The core part is the
mechanistic disease model p(x1:T , η1:T |θ), which defines the distribution of the state
variables x1:T and time-varying parameters η1:T given a vector θ of fixed, non–timevarying, parameters. The state variable xt is a vector that enumerates the number
of individuals in each compartment (susceptible, exposed, infectious, etc.) at time t,
while ηt contains parameters of the disease model or observation process that change
over time (e.g., due to changes in social distancing or test availability), which we
model stochastically. MechBayes operates at a daily time step. The state trajectory
x1:T = (x1 , . . . , xT ) concatenates state vectors from each day, and η1:T collects timevarying parameters in a similar fashion. MechBayes also defines a prior distribution
p(θ) over fixed parameters, and an observation model p(yt |xt , ηt , θ) for the vector yt of
observed variables at time t (incident cases and deaths) given the state vector xt , timevarying parameters ηt , and fixed parameters θ. Each part of the probabilistic model
is expressed by writing Python code to sample from the corresponding distribution
within the NumPyro probabilstic programming language [55], which automates the
construction of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms to sample from the distributions
p(θ, x1:T , η1:T |y1:T ), for inference about unobserved parameters and state variables,
and p(yT +1:T +k |y1:T ), for forecasting (by integrating over unobserved state variables
and parameters).
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Figure 2.1: Flow diagram for MechBayes. Susceptibles (S) become exposed (E) with a rate of βt · NI
(proportional to the number of infected and infection probability times average number of contacts).
Exposed individuals become infections with a mean time of σ1 . Infectious individuals can either
recover or enter a D1 compartment, reperesenting individuals who will eventually succumb to the
disease, with probability ρ and after a mean time of γ1 . Individuals in D1 then enter the final death
compartment D2 with mean time λ1 . The distinction between D1 and D2 aids in accounting, and
helps separate out a parameter governing the time between infectiousness and death, which is useful
for model parameterization.

2.2.3.1

Disease Model

The MechBayes compartmental model is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and is based on
the classical SEIRD framework [53]. It consists of state variables S, E, I, R, D1 , D2
that indicate the number of individuals in the population that belong on a given
day to each one of the following mutually exclusive compartments: susceptible (S),
exposed (but not yet infectious) (E), infectious (I), recovered (R), or one of two death
compartments (D1 and D2 ).1 The death pathway is separated into two compartments
to incorporate a time-delay between infection and death that is modeled separately
from the ratio between observed cases and observed deaths, which both have prior
estimates from the literature [87]. For simplicity, we assume a closed population
of size N . The following parameters govern how members of the population move
between compartments:
1
We will also use the state variable name as a short name for the compartment itself—for example,
“the E state”—with the correct interpretation alwaying being clear from context.
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• βt : transmission rate, which we allow to vary by time t;
• σ: rate of transition from the exposed state E to infectious state I; i.e., 1/σ is
the expected duration of the time between exposure and onset of infectiousness;
• γ: rate of transition from the infectious state I to either D1 or R; i.e., 1/γ is
the expected duration of the infectious period;
• ρ: fatality rate (i.e., probability of transitioning from I to D1 as opposed to R);
• λ: rate of transition from D1 to D2 (i.e., the inverse of expected number of days
in D1 compartment before death)
On a given day t, the following differential equations describe the instantaneuous
changes in each compartment with respect to the continuous time index τ ∈ (t, t + 1]:
dS
dτ
dE
dτ
dI
dτ
dR
dτ
dD1
dτ
dD2
dτ

SI
N
SI
= βt
− σE
N
= −βt

= σE − γI
(2.1)
= (1 − ρ)γI
= ργI − λD1
= λD2

In addition, we augment the dynamics with an extra variable C(τ ) to count the
cumulative number of individuals that enter the I compartment, with dynamics

dC
dτ

=

σE that capture only the flow into, and not the flow out of, I. The number of
individuals that first become infectious on day t is then C(t + 1) − C(t); we consider
these individuals candidates for being detected as confirmed cases on day t. We do
not attempt to model testing delays, or mismatches between onset of infectiousness
and onset of a detectable infection.
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The state vector at time t is then:


xt = S(t), E(t), I(t), R(t), D1 (t), D2 (t), C(t)

The distribution p(x1 ) of the initial state x1 is described in Appendix A2. The update
from time t to time t + 1 is obtained by numerically solving the ordinary differential
equation (ODE) with dynamics

dx
dτ

given by Equation (3.1) for the time interval

τ ∈ (t, t + 1], over which the dynamics are fixed. We write this as:
 dx 
xt+1 = odesolve xt ,
dτ
We use the ODE solver in the the Python library JAX [16], which uses the DormandPrince algorithm [32], a member of the Runge-Kutta family of ODE solvers. Importantly, JAX also supports automatic differentiation of odesolve using the adjoint
method [27] to compute partial derivatives of xt+1 with respect to both the initial
value xt and all dynamics parameters affecting

dx
.
dτ

This is a key functionality that

allows us to embed ODE dynamics within a probabilistic model for which NumPyro
can perform inference using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [67].
In 2020, significant efforts to control the spread of COVID-19 relied on nonpharmaceutical interventions. These included mandatory distance between individuals, closures of public spaces, and mask wearing. To add to the complexity, these
interventions were implemented and repealed at different time points throughout the
year, and the public complied with the interventions to varying degrees [90]. In order to capture the aggregate effect of the interventions and other behavior changes
non-parametrically, we choose a flexible model for the time-varying transmission parameter. We allow βt to vary following a Gaussian random walk on logarithmic scale,
that is:

log βt ∼ N log βt−1 , σβ = 0.2 .
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The random walk models non-stationary dynamics within the observed time period
(t from 1 to T ). For forecasting (t > T ), MechBayes does not attempt to model future
behavior changes, and simply predicts that the final value of βt will persist in to the
future. However, to avoid extreme senstivity of forecasts to one or a few data points
near the end of the time series, we average over the last 10 days instead of taking the
final value, that is, for all i ≥ 1:
9

βT +i

2.2.3.2

1 X
=
βT −j .
10 j=0

Observation Model

The observed data used to fit the model is based on time series of incident confirmed cases and deaths. The model is fit separately for each location. The observations on day t are yt = (yt,c , yt,d ), where yt,c is the number of new cases confirmed on
day t, and yt,d is the number of new reported deaths. We assume that yt,c is a noisy
observation of C(t + 1) − C(t), the modeled number of new infections on day t, using
the NB2 negative binomial model for for overdispersed counts [22]:

yt,c ∼ NB2(µt,c , κc ),


µt,c = pt,c · C(t + 1) − C(t) .

This satisfies E[yt,c ] = µt,c , with the parameter pt,c acting as a detection rate on the
modeled number of new infections; the parameter κc controls overdispersion, with
Var(yt,c ) = µt,c + κc µ2t,c . Note that the detection rate pt,c is time-varying (see below).
Similarly, we assume that yt,d is a noisy observation of D2 (t + 1) − D2 (t):
yt,d ∼ NB2(µt,d , κd ),


µt,d = pd · D2 (t + 1) − D2 (t) .

The detection rate pd for deaths is not time-varying. The dispersion parameters κc
and κd for both cases and deaths are estimated and given a truncated normal prior
distribution with location 0.30, scale 0.15, and lower truncation limit 0.10.
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We model the time-varying case detection rate as:

p1,c ∼ Beta(15, 35),

logit(pt,c ) ∼ N logit(pt−1,c ), σpc = 0.2 ,

t ≥ 1.

The Beta distribution on the case detection rate at time t = 1 (corresponding to
early March in our operational model) satisfies E[pc ] = 0.3, with 90% probability of
falling between 0.22 and 0.38. Preliminary experiments suggested that the detection
rate is poorly determined by data and short-term forecasts are not sensitive to this
parameter.2 We therefore use a moderately strong prior centered at 30%, as suggested
by the literature [63]. We then allow the detection rate to vary over time following a
Gaussian random walk on the log-odds scale, as shown above. This is meant to loosely
model changes in diagnostic testing over time; in practice, it provides flexibility in the
model that likely captures other changes in the relationship between reported cases
and deaths over time, such as changes in the fatality ratio of the population infected
at a given time.
For deaths, we place a strong prior on the reporting rate: pd ∼ Beta(90, 10). This
satisfies E[pd ] = 0.9 with 90% probability between 0.89 and 0.92. That is, we assume
that deaths due to COVID-19 are most often correctly reported [98]. As with the
absolute value of the case detection rate, short-term forecasts are not very sensitive
to this parameter.
2.2.3.3

Epidemiological Model Parameters

We use relatively informative priors for epidemiological parameters, such as γ,
σ, ρ, λ, and initial compartment values. The details are described in the Appendix
A1. However, the identifiability of model parameters in compartmental models where
2

It primarily impacts inferences about the true number of infections in the population; forecasts
are therefore expected to be more sensitive to this parameter as herd immunity is approached.
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the data consists only of a time series of incident cases and deaths presents a problem for uninformative priors [53]. MechBayes allows for a time-varying reproductive
number through the random walk on βt , while maintaining strong priors on other
epidemiological parameters.

2.2.3.4

Implementation

The components described so far lead to the full probability model

p(θ, η1:T , x1:T , y1:T ) = p(θ)p(x1:T , η1:T |θ)

T
Y

p(yt |xt , ηt , θ),

t=1

where ηt = (βt , pt,c ) are time-varying parameters (contact-rate and case detection
rate) and
θ = [σ, γ, ρ, λ, pd , κc , κd , S1 , I1 , E1 , D1,1 , D2,1 , R1 ]
is the vector containing all other parameters.
Each model component is implemented in NumPyro [76]. We then use NumPyro’s
implementation of the No-U-Turn Sampler [48] (a variant of Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo [67]) to draw samples from the posterior distribution p(θ, η1:T , x1:T |y1:T ) given
an observation sequence y1:T (for model diagnostics), and to sample from the distribution p(yT +1:T +k |y1:T ) to make forecasts of future reported cases and deaths.
We draw 1000 warm-up sample and then 1000 posterior samples of model parameters. We also monitor the number of effective samples produced by HMC to ensure
it is large enough to reflect accurate exploration of the posterior [11].

2.2.4

Operational Forecasts

On May 10, 2020, we began submitting incident and cumulative death forecasts on
a weekly basis to the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC) through the COVID-19
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Forecast Hub consortium [85].3 Each week, we submitted 1–4 week ahead forecasts
for the 50 US states and Washington, D.C., and later added forecasts for the US
national-level and US territories. All forecasts used daily data up to and including
the Sunday before the Monday submission. The “1 week ahead” forecast corresponds
to the week ending on the following Saturday, the “2 week ahead” forecast to the week
ending on the second following Saturday and so on. The model remained remained
stable from May 10 until the time of writing, with only minor changes, e.g., to prior
distributions.
Over time, we developed a quality-assurance process to tune our model and detect
and troubleshoot suspicious forecasts. We regularly monitored the performance of
our recent forecasts in terms of mean absolute error and calibration of prediction
intervals as measured by the probability integral transform [43]. We used these metrics
and diagnostic plots to compare submitted forecasts to alternate models to tune
parameters. This led us to introduce a resampling procedure to mitigate too-large
prediction intervals (on May 17, 2020) and to slight changes to prior distributions (on
September 6 and October 20, 2020).
Suspicious forecast were primarily caused by data reporting issues. It was relatively common for a state to report a large backlog of cases or deaths on one day due to
changes in reporting practices or to correct previous errors. As an extreme example,
New Jersey (NJ) reported nearly 1,600 daily deaths on June 25, 2020 when it began
the practice of including deaths from probable COVID-19 cases in its totals. Similarly, Texas (TX) removed 3,000 confirmed cases on July 7, 2020 when it determined
that cases detected by antigen testing should not be reported. Changes of smaller
magnitude were extremely common. Because MechBayes includes a flexible model of
3

For two weeks prior to May 10, we submitted forecasts of cumulative deaths only while the
model was under active development and lacked several of the main components described here.
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time-varying transmission, it interprets large changes in cases or deaths as evidence of
significantly increased or decreased transmission, which leads to unrealistic forecasts.
Our quality-assurance process involved viewing diagnostic plots of each forecast
together with the recent time series of incident deaths and cases to identify forecasts
that were unduly influenced by data reporting issues. We also checked the JHU CSSE
website [31] for notifications of reporting issues that might not be obvious in diagnostic
plots. After identifying a potential problem, we searched for documented evidence of
a reporting issue. These were usually reported on state department of health websites
or by local news outlets. If we could identify a reporting issue, we distributed the
excess number of incident cases or deaths evenly over some time window selected
using our best judgment based on available information.
We made a small number of other interventions. Some states do not report data
on Saturdays or Sundays; we modified the data to omit such observations instead of
treating them as zeros. Starting in October, we sometimes omitted weekend observations even if they were nonzero to mitigate the influence of low values that are due
only to the weekly reporting cycle. In a small handful of cases, the inference routine failed to converge or diagnostics showed signs of numerical instability; in those
cases, we adjusted the prior distributions slightly and reran the model to overcome
the problem.

2.2.5

Experimental Setup

We conducted two different evaluations. First, we evaluated the forecasts made
in real time and submitted to the CDC via the COVID-19 Forecast Hub to assess
the quality of MechBayes as an operational forecast model. Second, we conducted
an ablation study that compared retrospective forecasts made using different versions
of MechBayes to assess the importance of different model components on forecast
accuracy.
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2.2.5.1

Baseline Forecast Evaluation

We evaluated all 1–4 week ahead incident death forecasts submitted to the CDC
between May 10, 2020 and October 18, 2020 for the 50 US states and Washington,
D.C.4 We computed the absolute error (AE) for point forecast and examined the
distributions of absolute errors for different locations, forecast horizons, and dates.
We used mean absolute error (MAE) as a summary metric. In addition, to evaluate
the uncertainty calibration of our probabilistic forecasts, we measured the empirical
coverage rates of the prediction intervals obtained from the forecasted quantiles by
measuring the fraction of actual observed values that fell within different prediction
intervals.
We compared the performance of MechBayes to the performance of the COVID-19
Forecast Hub baseline model described by Ray et al. [81] and used a random effects
regression model to assess the statistical significance of absolute error differences
between the two models; see Appendix 2.6.1.

2.2.5.2

Forecast Hub Alternate Model Comparison

To evaluate the relative performance of MechBayes against other models submitted to the Forecast Hub, we chose the 10 models (including MechBayes) that have
been submitting forecasts from June 21, 2020 to October 18, 2020 for incident deaths
across all 50 states and D.C.. These criteria balance including as many models as
possible, including ones that have performed well in other analyses, while also having
a large number of locations and dates for which all of the models made forecasts.
For each of the models, we examined the distribution of absolute error of all point
forecasts, as well as summary metrics such as the mean and median absolute error.
We include this analysis to demonstrate that for a particular common subset of loca4

We submitted forecasts for US territories and the US as a whole starting after May 10, but omit
these from evaluation to allow for the largest number of evaluation dates where forecasts were made
across a consistent set of regions.
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tions and dates, MechBayes is a top performing model. A comprehensive evaluation
of Forecast Hub models by Cramer et al [35] examines multiple performance metrics
and addresses the problem of comparing models that make forecasts for different sets
of locations and dates, and also finds that MechBayes is one of the top two models
among those submitting forecasts from May 17, 2020 to October 26, 2020.

2.2.5.3

Ablation Test

We also performed a retrospective evaluation to demonstrate the improvement
in accuracy due to addition of different model components. We define the following
three variants of MechBayes:
• MechBayes Full is the full MechBayes model as submitted to the Forecast
Hub and described in the previous sections, including observations of both reported cases and deaths and a time-varying random-walk model for the case
detection rate pt,c .
• MechBayes Fixed-Detection is the same as MechBayes full but with the
time-varying detection rate pt,c replaced by a constant detection rate pc .
• MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only is the same as MechBayes
Fixed-Detection but with observations only on incident deaths (the forecasted
quantity), and not on cases. This model is included to assess the value of using
incident cases as evidence to help forecast incident deaths.
Other than the changes described above, all model components, data handling,
and fitting procedures were identical. Note that we did not include a model without
time-varying transmissibility. Such a model is unable to adequately fit the observed
data; previous COVID-19 modeling has clearly established that time-varying transmissibility is an essential model component [75, 91, 37, 1].
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Figure 2.2: A, B. Example posterior fits as well as 1–4 week ahead forecasts made on October 18,
2020 for four selected states. Shaded regions show 95% prediction intervals for in-sample (red) and
forecast (blue) posterior predictive distributions; lines show posterior medians; points show observed
data. C. Posterior median and 95% credible interval of time-varying contact rate βt for each of the
four states. D. Posterior median and 95% credible interval of the time-varying ratio between cases
and deaths parameter (pt,c ).
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2.3
2.3.1

Results
Model Fitting and Inference

MechBayes captures signal in the observed data, even in the presence of highly
variable incident death reporting, and produces forecasts and prediction intervals
that track the data well (Fig. 2.2A). The model infers a relationship between the
logarithm of incident deaths and time that is nearly linear over short time periods
but with slopes that change over time at somewhat discrete time points (Fig. 2.2B),
highlighting the exponential growth (or decline) over short time periods that is a
hallmark of compartmental models, but also the fact that these dynamics vary over
longer time periods.
The inferred value of the time-varying contact rate parameter βt (Fig. 2.2C) is
closely tied to the observed rate of change of incident deaths (and cases, not shown),
especially as observed on a logarithmic scale: βt is high across all four example states
in mid-March when incident deaths grew rapidly, then falls as the growth rate of
incident deaths declines during and after the initial wave, with subsequent changes
that can be matched to specific events in the states, e.g., increases in βt associated
with second waves in Texas, California, and Florida during the summer, and a slow
increase in βt in New York associated with an eventual increase in deaths in the fall.
In all four states, the inferred value of time-varying case detection rate pt,c increases
significantly from the start of the pandemic (Fig. 2.2D). In practice, this parameter
likely functions to model any changes over time in the ratio of observed cases to
observed deaths. One reason for such a change is increased diagnostic testing; another
reason is a decrease in the overall infection-fatality ratio (e.g., due to changes in the
age distribution of patients and improved treatments). Both changes would lead to a
larger number of observed cases for the same number of deaths, and likely occurred in
conjunction, leading the model to significantly increase its estimate of pt,c over time.
It is apparent that MechBayes also uses pt,c to absorb some reporting anomalies, as
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seen in Texas: a string of both abnormally high and low numbers of incident deaths
were reported in late summer, which correspond to the model inferring a temporary
decrease in pt,c .
2.3.2
2.3.2.1

Real-time Forecast Results
Baseline Comparison

MechBayes had lower absolute error than the baseline model in all quantiles of
the error distribution except for the maximum (Fig. 2.3A). The gap in performance
(as measured by absolute error) increased as the magnitude of the error increased
up until the 0.99 quantile of the error distribution. Above the 0.99 quantile of error
distribution MechBayes still performed better for all but one quantile, however, the
gap in performance closed. MechBayes also had a lower absolute error at the central
tendency of the absolute error distribution (as measured by mean or median) (Fig.
2.3B).
Overall, MechBayes had an MAE of 32.85 deaths, when averaging over all regions,
forecast dates, and targets. The baseline model had an MAE of 47.06 deaths. The
prediction intervals at the 95% level covered the truth 95% of the time for MechBayes,
compared to 89% for the baseline model over all targets, regions, and forecast dates.
MechBayes had similar or lower MAE than the baseline for most states and targets
(Figs. 2.4A,2.4C). In particular, for the locations with the highest total death counts
(NY, TX, CA, FL) [31], MechBayes uniformly outperformed the baseline with the
only exception being Florida (FL) for the 4 week ahead target. When absolute errors
were small, both models performed similarly.
MechBayes improved uniformly over the baseline model for every target (Fig.
2.4C); p < 0.01, see Appendix 2.6.1), with MechBayes MAE ranging from 21.73–
45.48 for 1–4 week ahead and baseline model MAE ranging from 30.60–63.01 for 1–4
week ahead, averaged over all forecast dates. The mean absolute error increased as
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Figure 2.3: A Quantile-quantile plot of absolute error distribution for MechBayes (y-axis) vs. baseline model (x-axis) over every combination of location, forecast date, and target, along with summary metrics. MechBayes absolute error is lower than the baseline error at every quantile except
the largest. B Quantile-quantile plot of absolute error distribution zoomed in to errors less than 200
deaths. There are more significant improvements relative to the baseline when the baseline error is
high (e.g. more than 60). C Quantile-quantile plot of absolute error distribution for MechBayes
(y-axis) vs. alternate models (x-axis) submitted to the Forecast Hub. Each point represents the
absolute error for a combination of location, forecast date, and target. D Mean, median and 0.95
quantile of the absolute error distribution for MechBayes (y-axis) and alternate models (x-axis).
MechBayes median and mean of the absolute error distribution is lower for all but one model.
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Figure 2.4: A Mean absolute errors for MechBayes and the baseline model averaged over all forecast
dates and targets for each location. Notice that for states with the largest number of deaths, New
Jersey (NJ), New York (NY), Florida (FL), Texas (TX), California (CA), MechBayes uniformly
outperforms the baseline. B Mean absolute error box plots for MechBayes and baseline model by
target. Each box plot shows the distribution of MAE values for all forecast dates, where one data
point is the MAE over all locations for a single date. MechBayes has lower quartiles of mean absolute
error across all targets. C Mean absolute errors for MechBayes and the baseline model averaged
over all regions and targets by target end date: a point on panel B represents the absolute error
of the 1–4 week ahead forecast made for that date. MechBayes has lower mean absolute error for
21 of the 23 forecast dates. D Percent of observations (y-axis) falling within the prediction interval
at the given level of confidence (x-axis) for both MechBayes and the baseline model. MechBayes
intervals are better calibrated than the baseline at high confidence levels and slightly too wide at
lower confidence levels.
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horizon increased, which is to be expected. The distribution of errors by forecast
date for a given target showed significant variability, suggesting that different targets
were easier to predict on certain forecast dates, again reflecting the change in forecast
difficulty throughout epidemic.
MechBayes had lower MAE by forecast date (averaged over locations and targets)
than the baseline for 21 out of 23 forecast weeks (Fig. 2.4B). The largest increase
in incident deaths during the evaluation period (May 11, 2020 through October 18,
2020) occurred in early July 2020. MechBayes significantly outperformed the baseline
model during these weeks. However, in weeks with a small increase or a decrease in
incident deaths, the MAEs were much closer. This suggests again that MechBayes
performs well during periods of more rapid change in incident deaths.
MechBayes prediction intervals contained the truth with at least the predicted
probability (Fig. 2.4D), but were somewhat conservative: the empirical probability of
containing the truth was nearly exact for the 95% interval, and higher than predicted
for smaller intervals.

2.3.2.2

Alternate Model Comparison

MechBayes had a lower absolute error in nearly all quantiles of the error distribution for 8 out of the 9 alternate models submitted to the Forecast Hub (Fig.
2.3C). MechBayes was in the top 3 out of the 10 models based on mean, median, and
the 0.95 quantile of the absolute error distribution (Fig. 2.3D). Specifically, YYGParamSearch (lowest MAE) had an MAE of 31.42, OliverWyman-Navigator had an
MAE of 33.41 and MechBayes had an MAE of 35.40. MechBayes performed worse
relative to other models for its top three error values, and had the second-largest
maximum error out of the 10 models.
The median of the error distribution for all models was clustered around 15 deaths,
with little separation between models. The mean absolute error was clustered around
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Figure 2.5: A Absolute error quantiles of MechBayes Full (y-axis) against the reduced models, MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only and MechBayes Fixed-Detection. MechBayes Full uniformly improves over MechBayes Fixed-Detection and improves in all but the
maximum quantile over MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only. B Percent of observations
(y-axis) falling within the prediction interval at the given confidence level (x-axis). MechBayes
Fixed Detection seems to be closest to the nominal level of coverage, suggesting that adding
the uncertainty in the ratio between observed cases and observed deaths made the model slightly
under-confident. In contrast, using only observations on deaths significantly compromised model
uncertainty.

40 deaths with slightly more separation between models. The 0.95 quantile of the
error distribution at around 175 deaths began to show more significant separation
between models (Fig. 2.3D).

2.3.3

Ablation Test Results

MechBayes Full produced consistently better point forecasts than MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only or MechBayes Fixed-Detection (Fig.
3.5A). When averaged over all targets, locations and forecast dates MechBayes
Full had an MAE of 27.85, MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only had an
MAE of 37.5, and MechBayes Fixed-Detection had an MAE of 134.69. At every
quantile level, the error of MechBayes Fixed-Detection was significantly larger
than that of MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only, which suggests that
using deaths as evidence is only beneficial in conjunction with flexibility allowed by
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the time-varying ratio between cases and deaths (pt,c ). However, the interval coverage
performance shows that MechBayes Fixed-Detection was closer to the nominal
coverage than MechBayes Fixed-Detection Death-Only (Fig. 3.5B). Both
MechBayes Full and MechBayes Fixed-Detection prediction intervals contained the truth with approximately the correct probability; however, MechBayes
Fixed-Detection Death-Only intervals were too small and contained the truth
significantly less frequently than expected.

2.4

Discussion

MechBayes is a fully Bayesian compartmental model capable of accounting for
varying transmission rates, observations on both cases and deaths, and a time-varying
ratio of cases to deaths. MechBayes produced consistently accurate real-time forecasts
over the course of 23 evaluation weeks, and was ranked as one of the top 2 of 10
models on median and mean absolute error. Our experiments led us to the following
conclusions about the performance of this model and the underlying methodology.
• MechBayes is accurate when compared to a baseline model. MechBayes
had lower absolute error than the baseline model in almost all quantiles of the
error distribution (Fig. 2.3). The performance gain was higher when predicting
deaths was difficult (in the upper quantiles of the absolute error distribution)
because deaths were changing rapidly. This is true across target, week, and
region breakdown. Error is significantly lower for 1–4 week ahead predictions,
with larger improvements at longer horizons. Additionally, the biggest gains in
performance occur in regions with the largest incident death counts (Fig. 2.4A),
such as Texas (TX), California (CA), New York (NY), New Jersey (NJ) and
Florida (FL) [31]. Finally, MechBayes performance gain was highest in forecast
weeks with the large absolute error (Fig. 2.4B). This leads us to conclude that
MechBayes is better than the baseline model when it really counts: in regions
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where deaths were high and in weeks that were difficult to predict because of
rapidly changing incident deaths.
• MechBayes is accurate when compared to the alternate models submitted to the Forecast Hub. MechBayes ranked second out of eleven models
in terms of mean and median of the absolute error distribution (Fig. 2.3D).
While MechBayes is one of the top performing models submitted to the Forecast Hub, its largest errors are higher than alternate models (Fig. 2.3D). The
same mechansims—the underlying exponential growth intrinsic to compartmental models and the flexible, time-varying transmission—that allow MechBayes
to accurately model the pandemic in many situations also make its forecasts
highly sensitive to errors estimating the current rate of exponential growth. For
example, the four-week forecast for Florida (FL) on July 25, 2020 was too high
by 2861 deaths due to MechBayes estimating a high exponential growth based
on recent trends and possible reporting issues, when the eventual growth rate
over the next four weeks was much more modest.
• MechBayes is probabilistically well-calibrated. The MechBayes 95% prediction interval contains the truth 94.6% of the time (Fig. 2.4D). MechBayes is
conservative for smaller intervals. As a Bayesian model, MechBayes is able to
reason effectively about uncertainty in the epidemiological model parameters,
state variables, and observation noise given the evidence and translate this into
appropriately calibrated forecast uncertainty.
• Adding case data when predicting deaths is helpful but only when
accounting for time-varying relationship between observed cases and
deaths. Allowing for a time-varying ratio between cases and deaths is a key
feature for lower MAE (Fig. 3.5A). MechBayes Full both incorporates incident cases as evidence and allows for a flexible deviation between cases and
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deaths, which makes the model consistently more accurate than a model that
does not account for cases at all (MechBayes Fixed-Detection Deathonly) and a model that does account for cases but fixes the detection probability (MechBayes Fixed-Detection). Including cases without properly
accounting for factors that yield a changing ratio between observed cases and
observed deaths over time hurts performance over leaving out observations on
cases all together.
We have seen that MechBayes is a powerful Bayesian compartmental model that
can capture the real-world complexities of forecasting during a pandemic. MechBayes’
disease model is a classical compartmental model, which has good inductive bias for
a novel epidemic. MechBayes is fully Bayesian, which allows for a balance between
model structure, evidence through observations on cases and deaths, and uncertainty.
The implementation in the NumPyro probabilistic programming language allowed for
rapid model development and experimentation. Finally, a reasonable investment of
effort in validation prevented model pathologies due to data quality issues.
While we chose an exponential random walk on βt there are many other choices
for flexible non-parametric modeling of transmissibility. Further work might consider
a spline model, Gaussian process, or a semi-parametric model capable of taking intervention dates as covariates. Additionally, as more COVID-19 data streams come
online, more observation models on compartments can be added to MechBayes and
fit using the same framework. Other methods of expressing compartmental models
(e.g. the renewal framework in [37]) may lead to more efficient and flexible implementations. Modeling more characteristics of the surveillance system (such as weekly
reporting) may also improve forecast performance.
Through real-time and retrospective evaluation, we demonstrated the success of
MechBayes in forecasting COVID-19 both in terms of point and probabilistic forecasts. The model is able to improve over the baseline model as well as reduced forms
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of MechBayes, and is ranked in the top two models out of the 10 considered that
submitted forecasts to the Forecast Hub since May, 2020. While future pandemics
may be unavoidable, MechBayes is a flexible framework that can be adapted to the
unique challenges of pandemic forecasting efforts.
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2.6
2.6.1

Appendix
Statistical Test for Significance

To assess the significance of absolute error differences between MechBayes and the
baseline model we use a random effects regression model of the form,

log(MAEm,t,r,h + 1) = β0 + βi I[h = i] + βi,m I[h = i]I[MechBayes = m] + br + 
where br ∼ N (0, Σ2b ),

 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), h represents the 1–4 week ahead target

(horizon), m is an indicator for MechBayes, t is timezero, and r is region. We chose
this model because it explains the variation in MAE by model and horizon while
allowing varying baseline MAE values by region. Here, variation over time in MAE
within a specific region is explained by differences in model performance This leads
to the following coefficient estimates for the fixed effects using the lme4 package [9].

β0
β1
β2
β3
β4
β1,MechBayes
β2,MechBayes
β4,MechBayes

Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

2.79
-0.34
-0.09
0.03
0.20
-0.54
-0.31
-0.15

0.14
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

55.27
9389
9389
9389
9389
9389
9389
9389

19.79
-8.16
-2.17
0.72
4.45
-12.67
-7.34
-3.496

0
0
0.03
0.47
0
0
0
0

Table 2.1: Coefficient estimates and t-values for MAE evaluation model. We can see that MechBayes
performs statistically significantly better than the CDC baseline model for 1-4 weeks ahead.

2.6.2

Seeding Epidemic

Due to the under-reporting of cases, we cannot use the observed data to seed the
epidemic. We instead allow the model to find the initial state values for all compartments except the number of susceptible people, which we take as the population size
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of the geographic region minus the sum of the initial values for the other compartments to enforce the constraint that total number of individuals in all compartments
is equal to the population size. We do this by assigning uniform probability to all
initial states where the number of people in any given compartment does not exceed
2% of the total population. This is a highly conservative estimate for the number of
infected, exposed, dead and recovered people at the start of the epidemic which is
most likely much lower than 2% of the population.
This leads to the follow distributions for the initial number of individuals in each
compartment, where we use the convention that the starting time is t = 1 to match
the conventions of the discrete-time model in which these differential equations are
embedded:

E(1) ∼ Unif(0, 0.02N )
I(1) ∼ Unif(0, 0.02N )
D1 (1) ∼ Unif(0, 0.02N )
D2 (1) ∼ Unif(0, 0.02N )
R(1) ∼ Unif(0, 0.02N )
S(1) = N − E(1) − I(1) − D1 (1) − D2 (1) − R(1)
C(1) = I(1)

The initial state vector is then:


x1 = S(1), E(1), I(1), R(1), D1 (1), D2 (1), C(1)

2.6.3

Priors

We also place the following priors on the transition parameters:
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σ ∼ Γ(100, 100dˆE )
γ ∼ Γ(100, 100dˆI )
β(0) ∼ Γ(1, dˆI /R̂)
ρ ∼ Beta(1, 99)
λ ∼ Γ(10, 10 · 25)

Preliminary experiments showed that the model is not highly sensitive to most
of these settings, which is consistent with the non-identifiablility of compartmental
models from case and death surveillance data [53], which can be viewed as overparameterization relative to the available data. Our prior on rate for leaving the exposed
compartment σ satisfies E[σ] = 1/dˆE , where dˆE is an initial guess of the duration of the
latent period. We assume dˆE = 4.0 based on published estimates (shortened slightly
to account for possible infectiousness prior to developing symptoms [63]. Our prior on
the rate for leaving the infectious compartment γ satisfies E[γ] = 1/dˆI , where dˆI is an
initial guess for the duration of infectiousness. The setting is dˆI = 2.0 to model the
likely isolation of individuals after symptom onset [46]. Our prior on the initial transmission rate is derived from the relationship between the basic reproductive number
R0 and the length of the infectious period: R0 = β0 /γ = β0 × dˆI . Therefore, we set
our prior on the initial transmission rate to satisfy E[β(0)] = R̂/dˆI where R̂ = 3.0 is
an initial guess for R0 and dˆI = 2.0, as described above. Our prior on the fatality rate
ρ satisfies E[ρ] = 0.01 with 95% probability of being between [0.0002, 0.0375]. Finally,
our prior on the rate λ at which dying patients succumb satisfies E[λ] =

1
25

with shape

10 corresponding to roughly 25 days in the D1 compartment. Our observation model
required priors on the NB2 concentration parameters for both cases and deaths, both
of which were set to 0.3.
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CHAPTER 3
SEMI-PARAMETRIC EPIDEMIC SHORT-TERM
FORECASTING OF COVID-19

When faced with an emerging infectious disease, such as COVID-19, modelers
turn to one of two distinct approaches for forecasting cases and deaths. The first
approach uses mechanistic models to captures the flow between a series of disease
states. Mechanistic models attempt to capture the underlying data generating process of disease transmission. The second approach involves a wide array of statistical
models, from time-series to non-parametric models. Statistical approaches ignore
the underlying disease transmission process in favor of flexibility. In this work we
present a framework for unifying both mechanistic and statistical models to harness
the advantages of both approaches. We do this by first expressing the mechanistic model as a series of convolutions between time-to-transition distributions and
historical disease incidence. This re-expression makes the mechanistic model components and assumptions explicit, allowing modelers to swap out mechanistic pieces for
statistical ones. In an application to COVID-19 case and death forecasting, we develop a “semi-mechanistic” (SM) model that removes the latent disease compartments
and unidentifiable epidemiological parameters and replaces them with non-parametric
components. We demonstrate an improvement in forecast performance by borrowing
from both mechanistic and statistical realms.

3.1

Introduction

To understand the future trajectory of infectious disease cases and deaths, a forecasting model fit to historical data is needed. Researchers often turn to mechanis70

tic models such as the susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered-dead (SEIRD) model
[45, 73, 41, 77, 75]. These models attempt to capture the process of disease transmission as the disease flows through various compartments: from an individual beginning
as susceptible, entering the exposed compartment after contact with an infected person, entering the infectious compartment after developing the ability to spread the
disease, moving to the recovered or hospitalized compartments, and finally transitioning from the hopsitalized to the dead compartment. The flow between compartments
is often specified by a set of coupled differential equations that formulate both the
flow into and out of a compartment. These differential equation-based models make
strong assumptions about the functional form of the disease trajectory over time and
require estimates of a variety of epidemiological parameters to describe that trajectory
accurately. Early on in the epidemic, differential equation models assume exponential growth. This continues until a depletion of susceptible individuals begins to limit
the number of cases, eventually causing infected individuals to recover before they
are able to generate new infections, ending the epidemic. A typical SEIRD model
has at least four epidemiological parameters describing the rate of flow of individuals
between compartments, some of which are unidentifiable from the observed data [53].
However, a common second approach is to ignore the underlying disease transmission process and use a purely statistical model. A wide variety of statistical
models have been applied to infectious disease data, from time-series models to nonparametric density estimation methods [8, 80]. These approaches have been shown to
outperform compartmental models in many forecast settings [51]. In an analysis of 14
influenza models submitted to the CDC challenge in the 2015-2016 season, McGowan
et al. found that statistical models generally outperformed the mechanistic models on
short term forecasting targets [62]. The performance debate over mechanistic versus
statistical models is still ongoing [7].
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In this work we present a third option: a semi-mechanistic model that combines
aspects of mechanistic and statistical models. To achieve this, we use the re-expression
of a differential equation-based compartmental model using a series of convolutions
that describe the flow between compartments [74]. For example, new infectious individuals may be described as convolution between previous exposed individuals and
a distribution of the time from exposure to infectiousness. Within this framework,
we can examine assumptions that may be relaxed through the use of non-parametric
methods. In the particular application to COVID-19 forecasting, we relax the implied distribution of the time from a reported case to a reported death by using a
distribution that does not assume any parametric form. We also relax the expression for new cases implied by a compartmental model by allowing cases to follow a
smooth curve over time via a spline, with no epidemiological assumptions placed on
the shape of the case trajectory: thereby removing both the latent susceptible and
exposed compartment. We refer to the resulting compartmental model, which makes
fewer assumptions about functional form than a fully specified SEIRD model and reduces reliance on non-identifiable epidemiological parameters, as a semi-mechanistic
(SM) model (Figure 3.1, Equation 3).
In an application to creating short-term forecasts of COVID-19 burden, we find
that the SM model outperforms an SEIRD model at point forecasting both cases and
deaths at forecast horizons of 1 through 4 weeks ahead and the models are similarly
well calibrated probabilistically. Finally, we include a series of ablation tests that
compare a variety of models that fall along the spectrum between mechanistic on one
side and statistical on the other. We demonstrate that the best performing model
uses components from both statistical and mechanistic models, suggesting that both
realms contain valuable information when forecasting short-term COVID-19 cases
and deaths.
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Figure 3.1: Top Left: Schematic diagram of the differential equation representation of the SEIRD
model with parameters that govern the flow between compartments. Top Right: Schematic diagram
of the convolution representation of an SEIRD model: fU represents the distribution function of the
duration of the latent period, fV represents the distribution function of duration of the infectious
period and fW represents the distribution function of the duration of the time from the end of
the infectious period to death. Bottom Right: Schematic representation of the semi-mechanistic
model: f represents an arbitrary distribution of time from infection to death.

3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Models

We motivate the model formulation used in this work by starting with a traditional
differential equation-based compartmental model for infectious disease transmission
[52]. We then re-express this model as a series of convolutions between time-to-event
distributions and historical compartment values.[25] This formulation then allows us
to explicitly relax mechanistic assumptions from the compartmental structure of the
original model through non-parametric components.
This results in a general framework for bridging the gap between mechanistic models, where the process of disease transmission is explicitly modeled, and statistical
approaches, where the model is agnostic to the underlying data-generating mechanism. While building a statistical model may forfeit interpretability of and inference
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on model parameters that have epidemiological meaning, their strong performance
in forecasting is well-documented. The proposed framework allows modelers to draw
from both approaches, using mechanistic processes when data can be used to inform
these assumptions and more flexible methods when the mechanistic link is unclear.

3.2.1.1

SEIRD Differential Equation model

We define a compartmental susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered-dead (SEIRD)
model based on a real-time operational forecasting model developed for COVID-19
forecasting in the United States (Figure 3.1 SEIRD Diff Eq) [41]. This model assumes
that individuals in the population move through disease states of interest. It is important to note that in this formulation, once infectious, individuals either recover fully
or move into a multi-state process that leads to death, through a ‘hospitalization’
compartment (D1 ) to a ‘death’ compartment (D2 ).
Let s(t), e(t), i(t), d1 (t), d2 (t), r(t) to be respectively the number of incident susceptible, exposed, infectious, hospitalized, dead and recovered individuals at time t.
We also define S(t), E(t), I(t), D1 (t), D2 (t), R(t), to be the total number of individuals who are susceptible, exposed, infectious, hospitalized, dead, and recovered at
time t.
The SEIRD Diff Eq model (Figure 3.1) is specified as
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dS(t)
dt
dE(t)
dt
dI(t)
dt
dR(t)
dt
dD1 (t)
dt
dD2 (t)
dt
dC(t)
dt

S(t)I(t)
N
S(t)I(t)
= β(t)
− σE(t)
N
= −β(t)

= σE(t) − γI(t)
(3.1)

= (1 − ρ)γI(t)
= ργI(t) − λD1 (t)
= λD1 (t)
= σE(t)

where β(t) is the transmissibility at time t, σ is the rate of leaving the exposed
compartment, γ is the rate of leaving the infectious compartment, ρ is the case fatality
ratio and λ is the rate of leaving D1 . We use C(t) as a book-keeping compartment
that captures the cumulative incident cases, which we then transform to daily incident
cases through the difference operator [41].
This model is tied to the observed data of a time-series of daily reported incident
cases i(t) and daily reported incident deaths d(t) as follows:

i(t) ∼ NegativeBinomial(ν(t)[C(t) − C(t − 1)], κc )
d(t) ∼ NegativeBinomial(pd [D2 (t) − D2 (t − 1)], κd )

2

where the NegativeBinomial(µ, κ) has mean µ and variance µ+ µκ . We use the parameter ν(t) as a ”case detection” probability that absorbs variation in the relationship
between cases and deaths, and pd represents the probability a COVID-19 death is
reported.
While there are many possible choices of compartmental and observation model
formulations, from a forecasting perspective, a variation of this differential equation
model outperformed nearly all alternatives in a real-time forecasting challenge [30, 41].
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We use the compartments and observation model described above throughout the
following sections to allow for a structured experimental model comparison study.

3.2.1.2

SEIRD Convolution Model

To motivate the semi-mechanistic model, we first re-write the SEIRD differential equation based compartmental model as a series of convolutions with time-totransition distributions (Figure 3.1, Equation 3.2). We define fW (τ ) to be the probability density function describing the distribution of time spent in the hospitalization compartment (D1 ), fV (τ ) to be the probability density function describing the
distribution of time spent in the infectious compartment (I), and fU (τ ) to be the
probability density function describing the distribution of time spent in the exposed
compartment(E). We can then define fA (τ ) to be the convolution of fU and fV ,
giving the distribution for the total time from exposure to the end of infectiousness.
Expressed in convolution form, the SEIRD differential equation model from Equation 3.1 can be equivalently written as
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dS(t)
= −e(t)
dt
Z
β(t)S(t) t
e(t) =
e(t − τ )fA (τ )dτ
γ
0
Z t
i(t) =
e(t − τ )fU (τ )dτ
0
Z t
r(t) = (1 − ρ)
i(t − τ )fV (τ )dτ
0
Z t
d1 (t) = ρ
i(t − τ )fV (τ )dτ
0
Z t
d1 (t − τ )fW (τ )dτ
d2 (t) =

(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)
(3.2d)
(3.2e)
(3.2f)

0

fU (τ ) = σe−στ

(3.2g)

fV (τ ) = γe−γτ

(3.2h)

fW (k) = λe−λτ
Z t
fA (t) =
fU (τ )fV (t − τ )dτ

(3.2i)
(3.2j)

0

To show the equivalence between the two model formulations, we examine the
expression for the number of new exposures at time t, e(t). Heuristically, the number
of new exposures at time t contributed by individuals at time t − τ can be expressed
as the fraction of newly exposed individuals at time t − τ that took τ time-units to
generate at least one secondary infection (infection is equivalent to new exposure). If
we multiply this by the expected number of expected secondary infections at time t,
we get the total number of secondary exposures at time t produced by newly exposed
individuals at time t − τ . To obtain the total number of new exposures at time t we
integrate over all previous timepoints.
Once we have determined new exposures, we can update new infectious individuals
through the convolution between previous incident exposures and the distribution of
the time spent in the latent period. We can express the total flow out of I as the
convolution between previous newly infectious individuals and the distribution of
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infectious period length. People in the I compartment move to either a compartment
capturing people who are hospitalized and will die with probability given by the case
fatality ratio ρ, or to the recovered compartment with probability 1 − ρ. Finally,
we express new deaths as a convolution of previous new hospitalizations and the
time to death distribution. If we assume that fU , fV , fW are exponential distribution
density functions (Equation 3.2 g-i), then we can reproduce the differential equation
representation exactly, and indeed the models are equivalent [25]. For further details
please see Bauer et al. [19].

3.2.1.3

Semi-parametric Compartmental Model

The SM model is obtained as a generalization of the SEIRD model by removing
many structural assumptions about the progression of the disease and eliminating
unobservable latent processes from the model (Figure 3.1). We replace the convolutions describing transitions from i(t) to d1 (t) and d1 (t) to d2 (t) (Equation 3.2e and
3.2f) with a single convolution between i(t) and a distribution describing the time
delay between a reported case and a reported death (Equation 3.3b). We also do not
assume that this distribution is exponential but rather model it as a non-parametric
distribution using a Dirichlet prior.
Due to the complex nature of time-varying interventions whose effects on disease
transmission are difficult to model accurately, we also remove both the E compartment
and the S compartment (Equation 3.2a-3.2c) and replace the expression for i(t) with
a spline of order 1 on the logarithm of i(t) (Equation 3.3a). The spline has knots
placed every 10 days, with a random walk on the coefficient for each knot. We found
the higher degree splines allowed for unrealistic growth on the exponentiated scale.
Note that this removes a fundamental property of traditional compartmental models:
rate-limiting susceptibility. We also remove many of the latent parameters required
by an SEIRD model: we have no mechanistic transmissibility, no latent period (σ)
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and no duration of infectiousness (γ). These parameters are jointly unidentifiable
from the data consisting of only a time series of cases and deaths [53].
We fully specify SM as follows:

log(latent cases) = Xt,k · βk

(3.3a)

i(t) ∼ NegativeBinomial(ν(t) · latent cases(t), κ1 )
d(t) ∼ NegativeBinomial(ρ ·
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X

(3.3b)

[latent cases(t − k) · pd (k)], κ2 ) (3.3c)

k=0

pd ∼ Dirichlet(0.1, 0.1, ..., 0.1)

(3.3d)

β(k) ∼ GaussianRW(0,0.001)

(3.3e)

logit[ν(t)] ∼ GaussianRW(0.1, 0.1)

(3.3f)

κi ∼ Exp(0.3)

(3.3g)

ρ ∼ Beta(1, 100)

(3.3h)

where Xt,k is the spline basis matrix: each column corresponds to a basis function evaluated accross all time points. Both Gaussian random walks are specified
by their initial mean value on the transformed scale and the variance of normallydistributed updates at each time step. We selected these tuning parameters through
experimentation with the validation data set.
We choose a prior mean of 1% for the case-fatality-ratio ρ and an initial estimate
of 10% of true cases being detected in the population based on previous estimates of
these quantities in the literature [86]. We truncate the distribution to 80 days using
a prior estimate from Belgium that 99% of the mass of the time from symptom onset
to fatality is between 0 and 80 days [36].
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3.3

Data and Evaluation

In this analysis we used counts of COVID-19 case and deaths as reported by the
Johns Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering [31]. To compare the relative performance of SEIRD and SM, we generated retrospective forecasts
for all targets across all 50 states as well as the District of Columbia (D.C.) for model
development. We used the U.S. for extensive model development, including knot
choice, spline degree choice, and case detection probability priors. We therefore reserve the EU data for blinded test set evaluation. We use the 32 countries that report
to the European Centers for Disease Control (ECDC) from July 1 2020 through May
1 2021. We made probabilistic forecasts for 1–4 week ahead incident deaths and cases.
An individual forecast distribution is represented by a set of quantiles at the probability levels 0.01, 0.025.05, 0.10, ...., 0.90, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99, with the median (.5 quantile)
representing the point forecast. We measure forecast skill with the absolute error of
the point forecast and the empirical coverage rate (proportion of time the truth fell
within a specific uncertainty bound) of the central prediction intervals determined
by the predictive quantiles above. To score the models we use the covidHubUtils
package1 . We implemented both the SEIRD and semi-mechanistic models using the
Python package numpyro [55], using the NUTS variation of the Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo algorithm for parameter estimation [67]. All code to reproduce the experiments
presented below is publicly available2 .
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Figure 3.2: A: Example case fit and forecast for three test set countries, Belgium, France and Italy
for March 28, 2021. B: Example death fit and forecast for same settings as cases. C: Estimated
distribution of time from a reported case to death. D: Estimated case detection probability for
evaluation period.
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Results
Model Fit
We illustrate model fit with three countries that have a variety of peak times,
heights, and multiplicities (Belgium, France, and Italy). The model is able to track
observed cases and deaths in these countries despite large heterogeneity of reported
data (Figure 3.2 row A, B). Some countries report negative incident values, in order
to respect the support of the negative binomial distribution we take replace nonpositive values with .01 (Figure 3.2 row A, B). The estimated distribution of time
from reported case to reported death differs substantially across the three countries
(Figure 3.2, row C). The model learns that the fraction of latent cases detected
(Figure 3.2 row D), represented by the parameter ν(t), increases across the three
countries until around September 2020, where it levels out to between 50% and 75%.
The countries diverge from here, with Belgium steadily decreasing, France remaining
stable and then decreasing, and Italy slowly decreasing. Note that this parameter is
not strictly interpretable as the probability that a case is tested and identified in the
population; rather, it absorbs all discrepancies in the ratio between confirmed cases
and deaths that may be due to testing, improved treatment protocols, and shifting
age demographics.
1

https://github.com/reichlab/covidHubUtils

2

https://github.com/dsheldon/covid/
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Figure 3.3: A: MAE of SEIRD and SM case (left) and death (right) forecasts by forecast date. Each
point represents an average over all test countries and targets for the given forecast date.B: Quantilequantile plot of SEIRD forecast absolute error against SM forecast error for the test locations. Each
point corresponds to the absolute error from a unique combination of country, forecast creation date,
and forecast horizon. C: Scatter plot of SEIRD forecast MAE and SM forecast MAE averaged over
all targets and forecast dates broken out by country for the test period.

Averaging across all 32 test countries, dates, and targets, the MAE of forecasts of
cases was 14,247 for the SM model and 17,467 for SEIRD; SM had an MAE of 135 for
forecasts of deaths, as compared with an MAE of 177 for SEIRD (Table 3.1). When
broken down by forecast date, we see that SM had lower MAE for case forecasts across
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Figure 3.4: Coverage probability of SM model and SEIRD model. Nominal coverage (horizontal
axis) represents the theoretical coverage rate of the prediction interval, and empirical coverage
(vertical axis) represents the proportion of the time that the intervals actually included the eventually
observed data .

90% of forecast dates in the test set, and lower MAE for death forecasts across 87%
of forecast dates (Figure 3.3 row A). SEIRD had higher error in almost all quantiles
of the absolute error distribution (Figure 3.3 row B), with a tendency for larger
separation between SM and SEIRD at the higher quantiles, particularly for forecasts
of deaths. When broken down by country, SM outperforms SEIRD in terms of MAE
for all regions except Belgium (BE) and Portugal (PT) when forecasting cases, and
84% of regions when forecasting deaths. However, amongst regions with significant
incident cases and deaths (Great Britain, Italy, France) the results are mixed: SM
outperforms SEIRD on Italy and France, but underperforms for Great Britain.
SEIRD was better calibrated than SM on deaths at the upper levels of theoretical coverage (.8,.9,.95,.99). (Figure 3.4). However, at the lower levels of prediction
intervals (.5,.6,.7), SM model was slightly better calibrated. In contrast, SM was
substantially better calibrated on case forecasts for all levels of nominal coverage.
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3.4

Ablation Tests

In order to evaluate which of the structural modifications we made to SEIRD were
associated with improved forecast skill, we performed a set of three ablation tests.
The tests allow us to answer the following questions:
1. Does SM improve over SEIRD only by allowing a flexible distribution for the
time from reported case to reported death?
2. Does SM improve over SEIRD by replacing the SEI structure with a spline for
i(t)?
3. Does keeping a mechanistic link between cases and deaths improve over two
separate non-parametric models?
To examine these questions, we consider a sequence of three additional model
specifications with differing levels of flexibility in the models for incident cases and
deaths (Figure 3.5). For the first ablation test, we relax only the time from infection
to death by 1) removing the D1 compartment (Equation 2e) and 2) removing the
geometric distribution assumption (Equation 3.2i), and instead allowing for an arbitrary distribution of time from reported case to reported death as (Equations 3.3b
and 3.3c). We call this model SEIRD-Flexible Distribution (SEIRD-FD) (Figure 3.5).
For the second ablation test, we remove the latent S and E compartments (Equation
3.2a-3.2c) and instead model incident cases using the same spline model as described
in SM (Equation 3.3a). This model keeps the mechanistic description of how a reported case converts to a reported death that is used in SEIRD (Equation 3.2d-3.2f).
We call this model IRD-Spline Cases (IRD-SC). In the final ablation test, we remove
all mechanistic assumptions and model both cases and deaths following negative binomial distributions with separate smooth splines for the mean as a function of time.
This model does not include any mechanistic link between cases and deaths. We
refer to this model as Spline Cases /Spline Deaths (SC/SD). All ablation models and
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the SEIRD component replacements each ablation model makes are shown in Figure
3.5. Finally, we note that there are many possible choices for a fully statistical model
that may have varying degrees of forecast performance. We chose the SC/SD model
to facilitate direct comparison against SM, ensuring that our fundamental statistical
model component is a spline throughout model comparison.
We can see from Table 3.1 that SEIRD-FD (Test 1) performed worse than both
the reference SEIRD model and SM on forecasting cases and deaths in terms of
MAE. IRD-SC (Test 2) performed better than the reference SEIRD model and SM
on forecasting cases and deaths. Finally, SC/SD (Test 3) performed worse than
SEIRD and SM on forecasting cases and deaths.

Figure 3.5: Ablation test results for MAE on case and death forecasts averaged over alle ECDC
evaluation countries. The SEIRD model that replaces the SEI structure with a spline performs the
best on both case and death forecasting.

3.5

Discussion

Our results have led us to the following claims about the relative performance of
SM versus a fully mechanistic model (SEIRD) and a fully statistical model (SC/SD),
as well as which model components contribute to performance increases.
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Case MAE
Death MAE

SEIRD
SEIRD-FD IRD-SC
SM
SC/SD
17467.44 30441.04
12535.46 14247.77 30158.05
177.57
492.01
125.36
135.38
484.30

Table 3.1: MAE results for ablation models computed over all forecast dates, all 32 countries, and
all targets. The model which ignores the SEI structure but maintains a parametric link between
reported cases and deaths performs the best on both case and death forecasting.

• SM outperforms a fully mechanistic model (SEIRD) and a fully statistical model (SC/SD) on case forecasts. SM outperformed SEIRD at
almost all quantiles of the case forecast absolute error distribution, and across
almost all time points and locations (Figure 3.3). This suggests that the SEIRD
formulation in terms of latent susceptible and exposed compartments is in some
way misspecified, so that removing that structure altogether is beneficial. Removing the SEI strucuture improved over SEIRD as well as SEIRD-FD (Table
3.1), suggesting that removing the latent S and E compartment is beneficial
regardless of the link between cases and deaths. There are a variety of potential
sources of difficulty with specifying this structure correctly, including the possibility of non-homogeneous mixing of the population, time-varying intervention
measures, time-varying effectiveness of or compliance to interventions, multiple
co-circulating variants of the disease, and many more. One argument in favor
of mechanistic models that is sometimes raised is their advantage in identifying changing trends that are caused by a depletion of susceptible individuals.
This effect does not seem to have had a substantial impact on the relative forecast skill of these approaches to date, though this may change as the pandemic
progresses.
The top performing case model in the ablation test was IRD-SC,which improved
over both ablation models which allowed for flexible distributions for time from
reported case to reported death (Tabe 3.1). This suggests that maintaining
a parametric link between cases and deaths, informed by epidemiological pa-
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rameters, can help forecasting cases. These results are sensitive to the choice
of distribution. The SM model time to death distribution, a Dirichlet with 80
parameters, may be over-parameterized relative to the parsimonious two parameter exponential distribution convolution of IRD-SC. The results are also
sensitive to the hyperprior on the Dirichlet distribution (α), with higher α values
enforcing more uniform densities. Further work might explore a wide variety of
parametric and non-parametric distributions for the time to death distribution.
While this is an important model feature, it does seem that the largest gain
in forecast performance still comes from removing the SEI structure, not the
choice of time to death distribution.
Finally, keeping some mechanistic link between cases and deaths does help forecasting cases: the independent case spline model (SC/SD) was amongst the
worse performing case models in the ablation tests.
• SM outperforms a fully mechanistic model (SEIRD) and a fully statistical model (SC/SD) on death forecasts. Differences in performance are
particularly pronounced at the upper quantiles of the error distribution, where
the absolute error of forecasts from SEIRD are almost twice the absolute error of
forecasts from SM. The ablation results show that the increase in performance
only comes from a smooth model of cases (IRD-SC) not a flexible distribution
of time to death (SEIRD-FD) (Figure 3.5). Similarly to cases, maintaining a
mechanistic link between cases and deaths greatly improves forecasting over the
independent spline model for deaths. This confirms that cases are a strong leading indicator of deaths. As with cases, the model that included a parametric
link between reported cases and deaths performed the best on death forecasting (IRD-SC) (Table 3.1). This suggests that maintaining a parametric and
epidemiologically informed distribution can help death forecasting.
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• SM is better calibrated than SEIRD on case forecasts. The empirical
coverage rates of prediction intervals were significantly closer to the theoretical
levels for SM on case forecasts. This suggests that the complexities of case
reporting meant that the rigid SEI structure was insufficient to capture the
variability in the case data, but was able to capture the variability in death
data. Note that these results do not necessarily reflect the models calibration
on true COVID-19, but rather reflect the models calibration on the observed
data, which reflect both true COVID-19 and the reporting process of the disease.
A semi-parametric model that relaxes assumptions made by an SEIRD model
outperforms both a fully mechanistic SEIRD model and a fully statistical (SC/SD)
model when forecasting COVID-19 cases and deaths at the 1-4 week ahead horizon.
These results suggest that using model components from both modeling realms can
improve forecast performance. In particular, specifying an SEIRD differential equation model makes unnecessary assumptions about the data generating process that
do not improve, and potentially hurt, short term forecast performance early in a pandemic. However, the prevalence of COVID-19 has remained low since the beginning
of the pandemic, relative to country population sizes. These results may be sensitive
to an epidemic that approaches herd immunity, and limiting susceptibility becomes
important. On the other hand, a purely statistical model fit independently to cases
and deaths ignores the important mechanistic link between cases and deaths. SM is
able to overcome both these drawbacks.
While the model relaxation assumptions we make do improve forecasting of COVID19 cases and deaths, there are many other choices of ”semi-mechanistic” models to
explore. The re-expression of the differential equation (Equation 1) through a series
of convolutions (Equation 2) allows for a wide variety of ”semi-mechanistic” models
that fall on a continuous spectrum between mechanistic and statistical models. In
particular, we could have maintained the SEI structure, but replaced the expected
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number of secondary infections (β S(t)
) with a statistical model. Such a relaxation
γ
may be viewed as a more mechanistic than statistical model. We also could have relaxed the distribution of the time spent in the E compartment and the I compartment
and allowed these to follow more flexible distributions. We see the particular choice
of SM as one of many ”semi-mechanistic” models that all may have varying levels of
forecast performance and require further exploration.
... ...
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